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our best-selling needle set!

Patternworks Exclusive!
Kollage Pink Square Interchangeable Needles
Enjoy our widest range of interchangeable needle sizes in this exclusive set. Cables snap easily into the aluminum needle tips and will stay put until you use the tool to remove the cable. Smooth joins swivel to prevent
kinking and twisting. To change tips, match up the markings on the needle base and cable tip, then insert the
tweezer tool into the holes, squeeze, and pull out the cable. Set includes 11 pairs of 5"-long tips in sizes 2
(2.75mm) through 11 (8.00mm); six pairs of 3½"-long tips in sizes 4 (3.50mm) through 9 (5.50mm); soft and
ﬁrm cables to make needles in lengths of 16", 24", 32" and 40"; two endcaps; and a tweezer tool. Also includes
a 6½" x 10" x 1½" zip-close canvas case with elastic loops to hold 30 pairs of tips, and two 8½" x 6" zippered
interior pockets for storing cables and accessories. Please note, the shortest cable length can only be used with
the 3½"-long tips. Additional tips, cables, endcaps and tweezer tool are also available separately below.
Kollage interchangeable set, #900445, $249.99

Kollage Pink Square Interchangeable Tips

2 (2.75mm), 3 (3.25mm), 10 (6.00mm),
10.5 (6.50mm), 11 (8.00mm)

4 (3.50mm), 5 (3.75mm), 6 (4.00mm),
7 (4.50mm), 8 (5.00mm), 9 (5.50mm)

$14.99 per pair

$14.99 per pair

#194 5"-long Tips (specify size)
#196 3½"-long Tips (specify size)

$14.99 per pair
16"
(actual length 9½")

24"
(actual length 13½")

32"
(actual length 21½")

40"
(actual length 29½")

#301063 Soft Cable (specify length)

$5.99

$5.99

$5.99

$5.99

#301065 Firm Cable (specify length)

$5.99

$5.99

$5.99

$5.99

Kollage Interchangeable Cables

Interchangeable Needle Tweezer Tool

Interchangeable Needle Endcaps

#301067, $5.99

#301069, $5.99

Over
100 new
items!
Get free standard shipping
plus a free eBook download!
See back cover for full details.
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spring fling
Dear Friends,
By now, you’ve probably seen our new online home as part
of Interweave.com, and we hope you’ve enjoyed exploring
the expanded content in addition to shopping all of the yarns,
patterns, tools and kits we offer both in the catalog and online. If you haven’t visited the site recently, please take another look. In addition to continuously adding informative
articles and new knitting and crochet products, we’ve further
enhanced the site to create a more user-friendly experience. To
jump directly into the Patternworks™ section, point your web
browser to interweave.com/store/patternworks.
Along with the new website comes a new feature—pattern
downloads! We now offer more than ten yarns, some of which
are shown in this catalog, that automatically come with a free
PDF pattern download when you order the yarn online. And
several new patterns within this catalog are available for online
purchase as PDF downloads. (Please note that PDF downloads
are only available for online orders, not phone or mail orders.)

Patternworks
Exclusive!
NEW | Sordello Scarf/
Stole Pattern

6621 Warbler

6645 Point Judith

6656 Napatree

6615 Chepstow

6633 Viola

6616 Elms

6611 Rocky Point

6649 Breakers

6601 Sandy Point

Wide front bands worked in garter stitch complement the columns
of delicate, vine-like lace that travel up the body and sleeves of this
open-front cardigan designed by Alison Green. Knit ﬂat in pieces and
seamed. Pattern offered as a PDF download only.

6657 Lippit

6608 Gadwall

Sizes: 32(37,41,44,48,53,57)"
Yarn: Modern Cotton DK #6651 4(4,5,5,6,6,7) skeins
Needles: #5 straight or circular; and 32"–36" circular #3
Stitch Pattern: Written

The special twist of this exceptionally smooth cotton/rayon blend
ensures excellent stitch deﬁnition without sacriﬁcing the yarn’s
incredibly soft hand.

Size: 69" x 11"
Yarn: Remix Light #6960
and #6971, 1 ball each
Needles: #6 straight
Stitch Pattern: Written
PDF download pattern,
#EP803582, $5.99
(online orders only)

As you browse through this catalog and choose your new
favorites, keep in mind you’ll receive free standard shipping
on non-expedited orders of $50 or more. (Valid to U.S. addresses only.) Plus, when you place your online order of $50
or more by June 30, 2017, and use coupon code PH2DL at
checkout, you’ll automatically receive a free PDF download
of Interweave’s 7 Easy Knitting Patterns eBook!

Patternworks Exclusive!
NEW | Ademar Cardigan Pattern

Happy knitting and crocheting,
All your friends at Patternworks

6971 Cameo Pink

6651 Narragansett

Knit on the bias, this generously sized scarf designed
by Alison Green features
diagonal stripes of varying
widths dotted with bands
of eyelets. Pattern offered
as a PDF download only.

PDF download pattern, #EP803580, $5.99 (online orders only)

6901 Birch

NEW | Modern Cotton DK™ 3

60% Pima cotton/40% Modal rayon
5¾ sts = 1" on size 5 needles

Berroco/Peru

335 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Item #901, $9.99 per skein
6960 Strawberry

6922 Buttercup

6903 Almond

6933 Patina

6991 Juniper

6975 Earth

6919 Mist

6930 Smoke

6927 Old Jeans

6993 Pepper

NEW | Remix® Light n 3

Patternworks
Exclusive!
NEW
Castelloza
Shawl Pattern

Berroco/France

Made from 100% recycled ﬁbers, this wool-free blend in a versatile
dk weight is ideal for multi-season wear and offers generous yardage.
Plus, it’s machine washable!
30% nylon/27% cotton/24% acrylic/10% silk/9% linen
5½ sts = 1" on size 5 needles
432 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

NEW | Booklet 386: Berroco Remix® Light

Designed by
Alison Green,
this lacy shawl is
knit from the top
down and features
a classic triangular
shape with an
allover diamond
pattern. Pattern
offered as a PDF
download only.

Two summer tops, two lacy shawls, a multi-season cardigan, and an easy-to-knit ruana comprise
this collection from Berroco. Wheat-ear lace
motifs dance over the front and back of Donna
Yacino’s ﬂowing Khamaseen top, which is knit in
two pieces. The Derecho tee, designed by Alison
Green, is knit seamlessly from the top down and features bands of
eyelets and purl ridges around the yoke.

Size: 53" x 25"
Yarn: Modern
Cotton DK
#6656 2 skeins
Needles: 29" or
longer circular #5
Stitch Pattern:
Charted

Khamaseen top
Sizes: 40(44,48,52,56,60,64)"
to ﬁt bust up to
32(36,40,44,48,52,56)"
Yarn: Remix Light
#6901 2(3,3,3,3,4,4) balls
Needles: #4 straight or circular;
and 24" circular #3
Stitch Pattern: Charted

#102114, $11.99

Derecho tee
Sizes: 34(37,40,43,46,
49,52,55,58)"
Yarn: Remix Light
#6993 2(3,3,3,3,3,4,4,4) balls
Needles: 16" and 24"–29"
circulars #3 and #5; and #3 dps

PDF download pattern, #EP803578, $5.99 (online orders only)

NEW | Berroco Portfolio
Vol. 3 Booklet
The third installment
of Berroco’s Portfolio
series celebrates
their Modern Cotton
family of yarns and
includes patterns for
six shawls and wraps,
four tops, two cardigans, a cowl, and a
ruana, created by a
variety of celebrated designers. The Anniu top, designed
by Bristol Ivy, is constructed
of two pieces knit on the bias,
with diagonal lines of lace
created by strategically dropping stitches as you work.
Sizes: 36(40,44,48,
52,56,60,64)"
Yarn: Modern Cotton DK
#6657 3(3,3,3,4,4,4,4) skeins
Needles: #5 dps; and 32"
circular #5 and #7
#102110, $17.99

Item #904, $12.99 per ball
2 Order Today! 1-800-438-5464
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down the shore
2 Sand

Knit from the
bottom up, Irina
Poludnenko’s
Belmar tee has
a side-slit hem
and bands of
different colors
worked in four
different stitch
patterns. Joining
the sleeves to
work the yoke in
the round leaves
only two short
seams to sew on
the underside of
the sleeves.

NEW | Boardwalk Pattern
Booklet
3 Adobe

Inspired by laid-back weekends
at the beach, this collection of
12 garments and accessories
features a variety of yarns from
Tahki. Shown here are the
Wildwood Crest vest, Seaside
Heights top, and Belmar tee.

4 Dark Terracotta

#102124, $17.99

1 Pearl

5 Dove Grey

Sizes: 36(40,44,
48,52,56)"
Yarn: Baja
#1 2(2,2,3,3,3)
balls, #7 1(2,2,
2,3,3) balls,
#4 2(2,3,3,4,4)
balls, and #2
1(1,2,3,3,3) balls
Needles: 24" and
32" circulars #6

NEW | 49 Wine
6 Stone Grey

NEW | 47 Cherry

7 Ebony

NEW | Catalina 4

Tahki Yarns/Italy

Though you can’t tell by looking at it in the ball, this surprisingly
complex yarn creates bands of thick-and-thin texture when knit. It’s
the perfect choice to add a little panache to plain stockinette stitch.

5 Teal

100% mercerized cotton
4 sts = 1" on size 6 needles

131 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

Item #914, $9.99 per ball
NEW | 36 Denim

NEW | 35 Dark Denim

NEW | 43 Charcoal

7 Oyster

The long lines of the Wildwood
Crest vest complement the beachy
look of a flowing dress or skirt. Designed by City Knits, it’s knit in one
piece from side to side, with just two
short seams to create the armholes.

NEW | 50 Dove Grey

Ripple 4

Tahki Yarns/Italy

A thick-and-thin cotton mesh yarn with tiny slubs, Ripple works up
into garments with elegant texture that have a subtle drape, but still
hold their shape.
100% mercerized cotton
4½ sts = 1" on size 7 needles

Item #921, $9.99 per ball
4 Order Today! 1-800-438-5464

142 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

Sizes: 22(24,26,27,29,30)"
back width
Yarn: Ripple #50 8(9,11,12,13,15) balls
Needles: #7 straight or circular;
and H hook

The easy
Seaside Heights
top by Teresa
Chorzepa is knit
in stockinette
stitch, and the
bands of texture
are only created
by the lengthy
thick-and-thin
sections that
are unique to
Tahki’s Catalina
yarn. You won’t
achieve the
same result with
a different yarn.

5 Ocean

Sizes: 33(37,41,
45,49,53)"
Yarn: Catalina
#3 5(5,6,6,
7,7) balls
Needles:
#7 straight or
circular; and
16" circular #7

1 Pearl

2 Sand

4 Adobe

3 Driftwood

6 Stone Grey

7 Ebony

NEW | Baja 4

Tahki Yarns/Italy

Comprised of two twisted strands—one a nubby white, the other a
smooth dyed—this lightweight cotton yarn is a textural treat.
100% cotton
5 sts = 1" on size 6 needles

147 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

Item #912, $9.99 per ball
www.interweave.com 5

warm-weather blends
A broken-rib
pattern and
clever triangle
detail at the
neckline
lend a casual sweatshirt
look to Amy
Christoffers’
Catarratto
pullover. Body
is worked in
the round to
the underarms, then
divided to
work the front
and back
separately.
After sewing
the shoulder
seams, sleeves
are worked
downward
from stitches picked up around the armhole.
Sizes: 40(44,48,52,56,60)"
Yarn: Summer Silk #4070 7(7,8,9,10,11) balls
Needles: #5 and #7 dps and 24"–29" circular;
16" circular #5; and cable needle
Stitch Pattern: Written, except for charted triangle at
neckline

Designed by Amy Christoffers, the
oversized Maccabeau top begins with
the lacy, cabled yoke. After sewing
two short seams to form the armholes,
stitches are picked up to work the body
in the round downward to the hem.
Sizes: 40(48,56,64,72)"
Yarn: Summer Silk #4001 5(6,7,9,10) balls
Needles: 16" and 32"–36" circulars #5;
and cable needle
Stitch Pattern: Charted

NEW | Stone Point
Poncho Pattern
Sangria

Kiwi

Blanca

Zinnia

Ciel

Flax

Flamingo

Breton

Willow

Goldenmosa

Aizome

NEW | Luma 3

The Fibre Company/Peru

Grigio

A lofty blend of organic cotton, linen, merino wool and silk in a classic
dk weight, Luma balances the lightness of the plant-based fibers with
just enough warmth to span all the seasons of the year.

This top-down shawl designed by Donna
Yacino grows outward with increases that
create a fluttery shape.

50% wool/25% cotton/15% linen/10% silk
5¾ to 5¼ sts = 1" on size 5 to 6 needles

137 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

A multi-season
layering piece, this
poncho designed
by Courtney Kelley
is knit flat in two
identical pieces,
then joined at the
shoulders using a
three-needle bindoff. The cozy cowl
neck is worked in the
round from stitches
picked up around the
neck opening.
Size: 34" x 21"
when worn
Yarn: Luma,
Willow 7 skeins
Needles: 40" circular
#5 and #7; 16" circular
#6; and #7 dps
Stitch Pattern:
Written and charted
#803672, $7.99

Item #940, $11.99 per skein

Size: 50" x 15"
Yarn: Summer Silk #4034 4 balls
Needles: 32" or longer circular #9

Photo: Linette Kielinski

NEW | Booklet 384: Berroco Summer™ Silk
Two pullovers, two shawls, a cardigan, and a
hat comprise this collection from Berroco featuring their luxurious chainette silk/cotton-blend
yarn. Shown here are the Catarratto pullover,
Maccabeau top, and Airen shawl.

23 Rose

4 Seas

1 Fantasy

14 Strawberry Patch

22 Cavern

21 Coastal

7 Tapestry

27 Teal Grey

6 Galaxy

9615 Tourmaline

9607 Moonstone

9661 Garnet

9638 Sapphire

9639 Quartz

9670 Pewter

9642 Emerald

9602 Diamond

#102112, $11.99

4058 Nectar

4061 Fable

4001 Surf

4042 Arbor

4003 Market

4056 Pier

NEW | Tangier 4
Cascade Yarns/China

Incredibly soft to the touch, this summery blend of silk and cotton is
perfect for lightweight garments and luxurious accessories worn next
to the skin. A touch of nylon adds durability and helps projects hold
their shape.

An exciting blend of fibers is spun into this
heavy-worsted yarn with a slubby look and
subtle tweedy effect. Dyed in delightful
multicolors, Tangier self-stripes, creating a
dramatic effect in garments and accessories. With any online purchase of Tangier
yarn, you’ll automatically receive a free
PDF download of the Side-to-Side Shrug
pattern. Designed by Cheryl Beckerich, this
easy-to-knit cardigan uses just 2(2,2,2,3,3)
balls of Tangier (shown in color #14) for
sizes 32(34,36,40,44,50)" and requires a 32" circular #8 needle. Worked
in one piece from left sleeve to right sleeve, and seamed at the sides.

45% silk/43% cotton/12% nylon
5½ sts = 1" on size 7 needles

50% silk/17% rayon/17% acrylic/16% cotton
4½ to 4 sts = 1" on size 8 to 9 needles

4047 Bonfire

4006 Boardwalk

4070 Villa

4040 Picnic

4063 Lake

4034 Shadow

NEW | Summer™ Silk 3

Item #903, $13.99 per ball
6 Order Today! 1-800-438-5464

Berroco/Italy

240 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

Item #924, $15.99 per ball

220 yards (100 grams)
hand wash

Booklet 376: Berroco Ginkgo™
Designed by Alison Green, the asymmetrical Tala shawl features a band
of eyelet edging, to which the body
of the shawl is attached as you knit.
Booklet also includes additional patterns for three easy-to-knit accessories,
a cardigan, and a pullover, all featuring
Berroco’s worsted-weight Ginkgo yarn.

Ginkgo™ 4

Berroco/Italy

Size: 77" x 25" (at widest end)
Yarn: Ginkgo #9638 6 balls
Needles: 32" or longer
circular #9

A classic, luxurious combination of silk and wool with next-to-skin
softness makes Ginkgo an excellent choice for accessories as well as
sweaters. The heathered look created by the combination of fibers
adds depth to the palette of color.

#102102, $11.99

52% silk/48% wool
4¾ sts = 1" on size 8 needles

134 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

Item #876, $12.99 per ball
www.interweave.com 7

3714 Hopalong Cassidy

NEW | Vogue®
Knitting Shawls
& Wraps 2
by Vogue Knitting
editors

3705 Wrangler

3727 Dale Evans

3737 Roy Rogers

3718 Holster

3717 Wild Bill Hickok

3763 Tombstone

NEW | Suede™ 4

5019 Cherry Blossom

5046 Hosta

5027 Red Coleus

5048 Forget-Me-Not

5085 Poppy

5057 Morning Glory

5050 Daffodil

5054 Lilac

Size: 62" x 17"
Yarn: Silk Garden Sock #269 4 balls
Needles: #7 straight or circular; and G hook

5015 Sage

5056 Pansy

35 projects, 8¾" x 10½", hardcover, 152 pgs.

NEW | Yuri 1

#102126, $24.95

Yuri’s blend of superwash merino wool and nylon is perfect for socks, but it does so much
more! Try it in shawls, sweaters, and a variety of accessories, where its tone-on-tone dye
effect will add a subtle depth of color. The merino is certified to be from woolgrowers that
do not practice mulesing on their sheep.

This comprehensive collection
includes 35 of
the most popular
shawls and wraps
from the pages
of Vogue Knitting
magazine, exploring a variety
of techniques
including lace,
colorwork, beading, and double
knitting. Patty
Nance’s Bargello
wrap features
eight columns of
leafy lace, each
worked in intarsia using a separate segment of
the same multicolored shade of yarn to achieve a
subtle colorwork effect.

Berroco/Italy

The texture and subtle tonal color variations of this nylon-ribbon yarn
mimic the softest suede fabric when knit or crocheted. It’s an excellent
choice for baby booties, bags, and accessories with a fringe.
100% nylon
4¾ sts = 1" on size 8 needles

120 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

Item #909, $9.99 per ball

Classic Elite Yarns/Peru

75% superwash merino wool/25% nylon
7 to 6 sts = 1" on size 2 to 4 needles

436 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

it’s a wrap

Item #927, $21.99 per skein
87

8

NEW | Yuri
1701 Pattern
Booklet

NEW
Booklet 383:
Berroco
Suede™
2017
The perfect
match for Berroco’s suedetextured nylon ribbon
yarn, this collection includes two bags, a shawl, a
cardigan, a poncho, and a
vest. The Bitterroot shawl,
designed by Amy Palmer,
features a crossed-stitch
motif and playful fringe.
Size: 96" x 27"
Yarn: Suede #3727 9 balls
Needles: #8 straight or
circular; and H hook
#102118, $11.99

415

413

84

349

421

269

Silk Garden Sock 2

Noro/Japan

It’s Noro’s most popular yarn, but in a sport-weight version that’s perfect for socks, shawls, lace, and a wide variety of accessories. One
ball is enough for one pair of adult-sized socks.
40% wool/25% silk/25% nylon/10% mohair
6½ sts = 1" on size 3 needles

328 yards (100 grams)
hand wash

The generously
sized Ayame
rectangular
wrap features
a leaf-lace
motif down
the center, as well as on
the border where it creates a sculptural edge.
Hana is a triangular
shawl worked from the
top down using another
leaf-like motif. Both call
for Classic Elite’s tonally
dyed, fingering-weight
yarn, Yuri. Booklet also
includes patterns for a
cardigan, a lace pullover, a hat, fingerless
mitts, and socks with
your choice of heel flap
or afterthought heel.

Ayame rectangular wrap
Size: 71" x 23"
Yarn: Yuri #5019 4 skeins
Needles: 24" or longer
circular #4
Stitch Pattern: Charted

Hana triangular
shawl
Size: 60" x 27"
Yarn: Yuri
#5048 2 skeins
Needles:
40" circular #4
Stitch Pattern:
Charted

#102132, $16.95

Item #349, $19.99 per ball
8 Order Today! 1-800-438-5464
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NEW | Hanako 1702A
Pattern Booklet
Play with color blocking in
the Aboli tee, a design by
Susan Mills with a flattering
A-line shape and bateau
neckline. It’s knit flat in
single-color panels and
seamed. In addition to the
tee, this collection of seven
patterns includes five more
sweaters and a scarf for
year-round wear.

5619 Tea Rose

5646 Breeze

5654 Lavender

5688 Coral

5692 Horizon

5616 Natural

5650 Sunflower

5649 Bay

5606 Sand

5612 Spring

5656 Thistle

5603 Silvery Moon

Sizes: 33(38,42,46,50,54)"
Yarn: Hanako
#5619 2(2,2,3,3,3) skeins
and #5688 2(3,3,3,4,4) skeins
Needles: #7 straight
and dps

NEW | Hanako 4

#102134, $16.95

50% cotton/50% linen
5 sts = 1" on size 7 needles

Classic Elite Yarns/Peru

This classic summery yarn combines the long-wearing properties and
subtle sheen of linen with the softness and stitch definition of cotton.
The fiber content is perfect for warm weather, but the worsted gauge
makes it suitable for year-round wear as well.
220 yards (100 grams)
hand wash

Item #928, $14.99 per skein

NEW | 8531 Daphne

8570 Hera

NEW | 8543 Hermes

8541 Hestia

NEW | Micaela Scarf Pattern

NEW | Cardo Tee Pattern

NEW | Ixtapa Tunic Pattern

Inspired by sea fans, a soft coral found in
warm shallow waters, this long scarf designed
by Felecia O’Connell is worked in columns of
double lace rib from end to end, and features
a unique fringe set into each corner.

Knit from side to side in two pieces, this
breezy top designed by Laura Chau has fluttery sleeves and a tuck detail at the neckline
on the front and back.

Knit in two separate T-shaped pieces, this
tunic-length pullover features bands of lace
on the hem, cuffs and neckline, and down
the sides of the body.

Sizes: 36(40,44,48,52,56,60)"
Yarn: Euroflax Sport
#2214 3(4,4,5,5,6,6) skeins
Needles: 32" circular #3

Sizes: 34(38,42,46,50,54)"
Yarn: Euroflax Sport
#2014 4(4,5,5,5,6) skeins
Needles: #4 straight and 24" circular

#803628, $7.99

#803622, $7.99

Size: 70" x 11"
Yarn: Euroflax Sport #2274 3 skeins
Needles: #5 straight or circular; and F hook
Stitch Pattern: Written
#803634, $7.99

NEW | 8544 Aura

Galan tank
Sizes:
32(36,40,44,
48,52,56,60)"
Yarn: Mykonos
#8543 4(5,6,6,7,7,8,9) skeins
Needles: #5 straight and
16" circular
Stitch Pattern: Charted

Medellin cardigan
Sizes: 36(40,44,48,52,56,60)"
Yarn: Mykonos
#8541 8(9,10,11,12,14,15) skeins
Needles: 24"–29" circular #6;
spare circular needle #6 or
smaller; and #3 dps

NEW | 8502 Selene

8540 Athena

2274 Crabapple

NEW | 2134 Angelfish Blue

2304 Cream

2114 Red

2314 Lake Placid

2014 Champagne

NEW | 2414 Olive

NEW | 2404 Heron Grey

2364 Natural

2644 Island Moss

NEW | 2594 Cobalt

2214 Cloud Grey

8503 Demeter

NEW | Booklet 387: Berroco Mykonos™ Vol. 2
Celebrate summer with six projects featuring Berroco’s
returning favorite, linen-blend Mykonos. Donna Yacino’s
reversible Galan tank top can be worn with the lacy side
to the back or front; the other side is worked in reverse
stockinette. The flowing Medellin cardigan by Amy
Christoffers is worked in two pieces, from each sleeve
cuff to center back. Booklet also includes a crocheted
rectangular shawl and long loop scarf, and a knitted tee and capelet.
#102122, $11.99

NEW | 8515 Oceanus

Mykonos™ 3

8506 Artemis

Louet/Belgium

This silky-soft, lustrous yarn is uniquely constructed with two plies of
shimmering fiber coiled around a firm core, resulting in a slinky yarn
with a slight crinkly texture.

The finest available, this wet-spun linen becomes even softer and more lustrous with every
wash. It’s an excellent choice for warm-weather tops, skirts, and shawls, as well as placemats
and kitchen towels. Try it for weaving projects, too!

66% linen/26% nylon/8% cotton
6 to 5¼ sts = 1" on size 4 to 6 needles

100% Belgian linen
6 sts = 1" on size 6 needles

Item #530, $10.99 per skein
10 Order Today! 1-800-438-5464

Euroflax Sport 2

Berroco/Italy

142 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

270 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

lovely linens

Item #622, $25.99 per skein
www.interweave.com 11

hand-dyed heaven
A simple, colorblocked pattern,
this tee is worked in
one piece from the
front hem, up over
the shoulders, and
down the back,
working the cap
sleeves at the same
time. The slight
A-line shape flatters
many figures.

6885 Walnut

6654 Cowboy

Designed
by Margaret
Maney, this topdown triangular
shawl featuring
a simple garterstitch pattern
with eyelet
details is an
excellent project
for first-time
shawl knitters.

Sizes: 35(37,40,
43,46,49)"
Yarn: Hand-Painted
Batiste #6911 and
#6173 2(3,3,3,3,4)
skeins each
Needles: #4 and #5
straight or circular;
and 16" circular #4

6569 Ocean

#734, #100, and #436, 2 skeins each
Needles: 32" circular #7

Size: 65" x 33"
Yarn: Koigu
Premium
Merino Multis

522

704

323L

439

637

460

436

809D

306

458

907

303

711D

139

155

817

115

100

734

157

311A

922

839

105D

706D

536

419

118A

118L

719D

366

312

Koigu Premium Merino Multis 1/2

Koigu/Canada

Printed pattern, #802248, $2.00
PDF download pattern, #EP802248, $2.00
(online orders only)

#803486, $5.99

6173 Dream

Hand-Painted Batiste 2

Patternworks
Exclusive!
Koigu Shawl
Pattern

4-Square Tee
Pattern

6911 Stone

Knit One, Crochet Too/Peru

The combination of fibers gives this silky-soft, warm-weather blend a
heathered and slightly rustic look.
50% fine merino wool/30% linen/20% silk
6 to 5½ sts = 1" on size 4 to 6 needles

Koigu Linen-Stitch
Scarf Pattern

208 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

Knit lengthwise, this colorful scarf design by Churchmouse Classics has a fringe
created by joining a new
strand with each row.

Item #618, $13.99 per skein

Size: 60" x 5"
Yarn: Koigu Premium
Merino Multis #105D, #458,
and #536, 1 skein each
Needles: 24"–32"
circular #6

8 Deep Garnet

#802340, $6.99
4 Pink Orange

Jared Flood Photography

Linaza Hand-Dyed 2
Plymouth Yarn/Peru

3 Dandelion

10 Orchid Honey

9 Marine Olive

This unusual fiber blend is
ideal for year-round wear, with
alpaca for warmth, and linen and
Tencel to keep you cool. It’s also
exceptionally soft, and perfect
for shawls, accessories, and lightweight garments with beautiful
drape. With any online purchase
of Linaza Hand-Dyed yarn, you’ll
automatically receive a free PDF
download of the Mesh Triangular Shawl pattern. Designed by Vanessa
Ewing, the 60" x 17" shawl uses just one skein of Linaza Hand-Dyed
(shown in color #2) and a 24"–32" circular #8 needle. Its simple, written
stitch pattern is ideal for first-time shawl knitters.
50% alpaca/25% linen/25% Tencel
6 sts = 1" on size 4 needles

2 Purple Turquoise

12 Order Today! 1-800-438-5464

Item #832, $18.99 per skein

440 yards (100 grams)
hand wash

Patternworks Exclusive!
Koigu Fingerless Gloves Pattern
We all love these stretchy ribbed mitts knit in the round
starting from the cuff.
Size: 7" long
Yarn: Koigu Premium Merino Multis #907 1 skein
Needles: #2 dps
Printed pattern, #802206, $2.00
PDF download pattern, #EP802206, $2.00
(online orders only)

This much-loved yarn is spun of the finest merino, plied for greater elasticity, then
hand painted in one-of-a-kind colors. Colors will vary; please allow for artistic license.
100% merino wool
7 to 6 sts = 1" on size 2 to 3 needles

176 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

Item #883, $14.99 per skein
www.interweave.com 13

shibui mix
NEW | Churchmouse
Simple Tee Pattern
Part of the Churchmouse
Classics collection, this truly
simple tee pattern offers a
choice of two lengths (longer
version with side slits shown),
and the option to add bracelet-length sleeves picked up
and knitted downward from
the armholes. Version with
sleeves requires an additional
230(230,350,270,280) yards
of yarn.

2034 Blueprint

NEW | Aalto Poncho Pattern

Sizes: 60(70,76)" to fit bust up to 34(38,44)"
Yarn: Twig #2034 7(7,8) skeins
Needles: 32" or longer circular #6; and
spare #6 needle of any type

NEW
Athens Tank
Pattern

Knit flat in two pieces using one strand
each of Reed and Lunar yarns held together
throughout, this open-front cardigan by
Shellie Anderson has a beautiful drape with
deep armholes. Sleeves are worked along
with the front and back, and shoulders are
shaped with short rows, then joined with a
three-needle bind-off.

Using two strands of Reed yarn held together throughout, Shellie Anderson’s Lucia Tee
is knit in the round from the eyelet-rib hem
to the underarms. Shoulders are joined with
a three-needle bind-off, and set-in sleeves
are knit separately and seamed in place.

A simply
elegant tank,
Athens offers
lots of tailored
features: a
side-slit, seedstitch hem;
two choices
of armhole
depth to wear
it alone or as a
layering piece;
and short-row
shaping on the
upper back.
Knit flat in
two pieces,
joined at the
shoulders with
a three-needle
bind-off, and
seamed at the sides.

Sizes: 40(42,44,46,48,52,56)" to fit bust up
to 32(34,36,38,40,44,48)"
Yarn: Reed 4(4,5,5,5,5,6) skeins, and Lunar
3(3,3,3,3,4,4) skeins, both in #2003
Needles: 32" circular #8; #10 straight or
circular; and spare #10 needle

Sizes: 36(38,40,42,44,48,52)"
Yarn: Reed #2041 7(7,8,8,9,10,10) skeins
Needles: 24" or 32" circular #4 or #6; and
spare #6 needle

Sizes: 35(37,39,41,43,47,51)"
Yarn: Reed #2004 4(5,5,5,5,6,6) skeins
Needles: #3 and #5 straight or circular; and
spare #5 needle

#803594, $10.99

#803598, $10.99

#803588, $10.99

NEW | Lucia Tee Pattern

2034 Blueprint

13 Caffeine

13 Caffeine

2004 Ivory

2004 Ivory

2003 Ash

2003 Ash

2001 Abyss

2001 Abyss

2004 Ivory

NEW | Twig

NEW | Lunar 1

2
Shibui
Knits/Japan

Shibui Knits/Peru
2003 Ash

#803596, $10.99

NEW | Siena Cardigan Pattern

2034 Blueprint

103 Apple

Designed by Shellie Anderson, this easy,
swingy poncho is knit flat in two pieces.
Shoulders are joined with a three-needle
bind-off, and underarms are tacked together
to form the armholes.

Jared Flood Photography

2012 Fjord

2041 Pollen

Sizes: 38(43,46,50,54)"
Yarn: Twig #2001 5(6,6,7,7)
skeins for tunic-length version without sleeves or 4(4,5,5,6) skeins
for hip-length version without sleeves
Needles: #4 straight or circular
#803600, $8.99

2012 Fjord

2002 Graphite

NEW
Reed 1

Shibui Knits/
Japan
The chainette
construction
of this soft,
smooth linen
allows stitches to glide
easily along
the needles
as you create
graceful garments and accessories with supple drape.
With any online purchase of Reed yarn,
you’ll automatically receive a free PDF
download of the Octave Wrap pattern by
Erin Duffy. Knit in repetitive stripes, the pattern offers a choice of scarf (87" x 16.5") or
wrap (87" x 24") widths. Shown in the wrap
size requiring Reed yarn (4 skeins #2004,
2 skeins #2002, and 1 skein #103), and #7
straight or circular needles.
100% linen
7 to 6½ sts = 1" on size 5 needles
135 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

Lunar gets its luminous
glow from mulberry silk.
It creates a weightless
fabric on its own, and
combines beautifully
with other Shibui yarns
such as Twig or Reed.
With any online purchase
of Lunar yarn, you’ll
automatically receive a
free PDF download of
Shellie Anderson’s Crete
Bias Scarf pattern. Knit
on the bias using one strand each of Lunar
and Twig yarns held together, this 70" x 12"
scarf requires one skein of Lunar and three
skeins of Twig (shown in #2034) and a pair of
#9 straight needles.

The trio of fibers
in Twig are a
unique combination that
creates a soft,
cool fabric with
an effortless
drape. With any
online purchase
of Twig yarn,
you’ll automatically receive a free PDF download of the
Tier Scarf pattern by Shellie Anderson. This
66(78)" x 8" scarf featuring elongated rows
of dropped stitches requires 2(3) skeins of
Twig yarn (shorter version shown in #2003)
and #6 straight needles.

60% extrafine merino wool/40% mulberry silk
7½ to 7 sts = 1" on size 3 needles
401 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

46% linen/42% recycled silk/12% wool
5½ sts = 1" on size 4 needles
190 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

Item #937, $17.99 per skein

Item #917, $19.99 per skein

Shibui Mixology
Mixing multiple strands of the same or different Shibui yarns gives you the freedom to create
garments in unique fiber blends. Play around with different combinations to create your
own. Here are some suggestions to start:

Reed

2 strands = worsted gauge, 5 sts = 1" on size 6 needles
1 strand + 1 strand Twig = heavy-worsted gauge, 4½ sts = 1" on size 8 needles

Lunar 2 strands = dk gauge, 5½ sts = 1" on size 6 needles
1 strand + 1 strand Reed = sport gauge, 6 sts = 1" on size 6 needles
Twig 2 strands = worsted gauge, 5 sts = 1" on size 6 needles
1 strand + 1 strand Lunar = dk gauge, 5½ sts = 1" on size 6 needles

Item #938, $19.99 per skein
14 Order Today! 1-800-438-5464
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NEW | Drama
Queen Shawl Kit

Reds

Purples

Merino Cloud Gradients 1
Artyarns/Italy and USA

Blues

Stepping Stones

artyarns

This luxurious blend of merino and cashmere
is available in gradient mini-skein sets ideal for
shawls, wraps and scarves. Set includes four
skeins of Merino Cloud yarn, each with 135 yards
(30 grams) of yarn, in different coordinating colors. With any online purchase of Merino Cloud
Gradients, you’ll automatically receive a free PDF
download of the Gradient Lace Wrap pattern.
Requires one Merino Cloud Gradients set (shown
in Blues), #5 straight needles, and a size F or G
crochet hook to make one 66" x 11" wrap.
80% extrafine merino wool/20% cashmere
5½ sts = 1" on size 5 needles
540 total yards (120 total grams)
hand wash

This luxury yarn kit
from Artyarns consists of two skeins
of yarn twisted
together: one skein
of Silk Mohair
Glitter (60% kid
mohair/40% silk
with Lurex, 312
yards/25 grams),
and one skein of
Merino Cloud
(80% extrafine
merino wool/20%
cashmere, 436
yards/100 grams).
To receive three
different shawl
patterns for the kit,
use the coupon
code on the yarn
label to download the patterns
for free from the
Artyarns website.
The 60" x 16"
Chain Link Shawl
pictured requires one Drama Queen
yarn kit (shown in Pink) and a 40"
circular #7 needle. See our website
for information on two additional patterns. Please note that we are unable
to provide a hard copy pattern for this
kit; the pattern must be downloaded
from the Artyarns website using the
coupon code on the yarn label.

Pink

Cream

Blue

Black

#201079 (please specify color), $59.99

Item #657, $52.99 per set

Merino Cloud 1
Artyarns/Italy and USA

Gradient Triangle Shawl Kit
Knit from the top down, this simple shawl designed by Iris Schreier features
garter-stitch ridges and stockinette-stitch sections worked using all four colors
from a Merino Cloud Gradients set. Kit includes the pattern and one four-skein
set of Merino Cloud Gradients yarn to knit one 67" x 20" shawl. You supply
your own 32"–40" circular #5 and a size G, H or I crochet hook. Please specify
color from Merino Cloud Gradients swatches shown above.
#201077, $52.99

Lightweight yet substantial, this yarn has an ideal
combination of merino wool
and fine Italian cashmere.
Though it is fingering weight,
a beautifully draping fabric
is created when it is knit at
a looser gauge. With any
online purchase of Merino
Cloud yarn, you’ll automatically receive a free PDF
download of the Stepping
Stone triangular shawl pattern. Requires one skein of
Merino Cloud yarn (shown
in color #2234) and a 40" or
longer circular #7 needle to
make one 78" x 21" shawl.

H37 Blossom

H5 Violet

H3 Caribbean

167 Ivory

2234 Sea Glass

247 Silver

80% extrafine merino wool/
20% cashmere
5½ sts = 1" on size 5 needles
436 yards (100 grams)
hand wash

Item #422, $35.99 per skein
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5 Fushia

42 Kaki

19 Rouge

14 Beige

25 Framboise

31 Ecru

99 Paille

8 Blanc

36 Turquoise

27 Gris

3 Marine

NEW | Le Wooling:
Coton Satiné Special Issue Booklet
This crocheted wrap
cardigan is a versatile
piece that would also
be a stunning cover-up for
the beach. Tie at the front,
back, and sides for a loose,
poncho-style piece, or tie
each front together with the
opposite side of the back
for a wrapped look. Booklet
includes five women’s garments and five for babies
and children, all using Coton
Satiné yarn.

38 Noir

NEW | Coton Satiné 3

Bergère de France/France

This classic, mercerized cotton has a cabled construction for excellent stitch definition and added durability, and the dk weight is a
versatile gauge for garments, accessories and home décor the entire
family will enjoy.
100% mercerized cotton
5¼ sts = 1" on size 6 needles

Striped sweater
Sizes: 36(39,42,45)"
Yarn: Lumis
#71 10(11,12,13)
spools and
Paradou #3177
4 balls all sizes
(see page 20)
Needles: #4 and #6
straight or circular

65 Rouge

56 Beige

Size: 47" (adjustable with ties)
Yarn: Coton Satiné
#8 11 balls
Hook: Size E
Notions: 5 meters (5½ yards)
10mm (3/8")-wide white
double-sided satin ribbon

67 Kaki

#102140, $7.99

125 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

Item #933, $9.99 per ball

springtime in paris
9 Malabar

54 Blanc

V-Neck pullover
Sizes: 36(39,
42,46,50)"
Yarn: Lumis
#59 8(9,10,
11,13) spools
Needles: #10.5
straight or circular

12 Tourmaline

21 Fraise

10 Bois

2 Bordeaux

8 Sable

59 Gris Clair

60 Gris Fonce

4 Ananas

1 Ecru

3 Pistache

11 Pierre

Cabled sweater
Sizes: 34(37,40,44,48)"
Yarn: Orilis #1 7(8,8,9,10) balls
Needles: #4 and #6 straight or
circular; and cable needle
Stitch Pattern: Written and charted

Crochet poncho
Size: 40" wide x 29" long
when worn
Yarn: Orilis #8 11 balls
Hook: Size E
Stitch Pattern:
Written and charted

NEW | Le Wooling: Orilis Special Issue Booklet
5 Astral

7 Noir

NEW Orilis 3
|

Bergère de France/France

An ultra-soft yarn with a slight fuzziness and a subtle nubby texture, Orilis works up into lightweight garments and accessories for all seasons.
77% acrylic/18% Tencel®/5% polyester
5½ sts = 1" on size 6 needles

Item #934, $8.99 per ball
18 Order Today! 1-800-438-5464

158 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

NEW | Le Wooling: Lumis Special Issue
Booklet

71 Noir

This collection includes patterns for six women’s
garments, three children’s sweaters, and a shortsand-top set for babies and toddlers. Featured here
are the Cabled Sweater with bateau neckline and
three-quarter-length sleeves, and a generously sized
Crochet Poncho with fan pattern.

Dramatic stripes and contrasting textures add
elegance to the simple Striped Sweater with drop
shoulders; and silky, shimmery ribbon yarn knit
loosely in garter stitch creates a mesh look in the VNeck Pullover. Booklet includes a total of 11 patterns
featuring Lumis both on its own and combined with
other Bergère de France yarns such as Paradou (shown on page 20).

NEW | Lumis 4

#102142, $7.99

#102138, $7.99

100% polyester
5 sts = 1" on size 8 needles

Bergère de France/France

Silky and shimmery, this unique ribbon yarn can be used on its own
or combined with other yarns, such as Paradou (shown on page 20)
for an intriguing contrast in texture. Due to the slippery nature of
the yarn, it’s wound onto a cardboard-core spool instead of a ball or
skein, and you can work with it directly from the spool.
103 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

Item #932, $10.99 per spool
www.interweave.com 19

customer
favorites
Short-Sleeve
Cabled Pullover
Pattern
Elbow-length sleeves
and a lacy stitch
pattern on the front
and back make this
drop-shoulder sweater
perfect for springtime.
Sizes: 39(42,45,49)"
Yarn: Paradou
#3152 8(8,9,10) balls
Needles: #2.5 and
#4 straight or circular;
and cable needle
Stitch Pattern: Charted

23 Grey-Pink-Lilac

9 Orange-Purple-Yellow

28 Pink-Yellow-Periwinkle

42 Pink-Fuchsia-Lime

15 Olive-Gold-Rust

22 Teal-Navy-Green

39 Plum-Aqua-Red

26 Jade-Pink-Orange

1 Grey Tones

31 Magenta-Pink-Purple

27 Purple-Green-Taupe

38 Grey-Black-Tan

Seasons 5

Ella Rae/Turkey

The I-cord construction of this colorful, self-striping yarn gives it lightness
and loft at a quick-to-knit bulky gauge. And you’ll love its incredibly soft,
easy-care blend of fibers at an affordable price!

#803536, $6.99

Bergère Magazine 184
This collection of 33 garments and accessories features modern updates of classic silhouettes with a bit of European flair. The oversized
lace cardigan is just one of the very wearable designs in this booklet.

76% acrylic/14% wool/10% polyamide
3½ sts = 1" on size 8 to 9 needles

Aspen Cowl Pattern
A beautiful combination of eyelets and drop
stitches, the Aspen cowl
can be worn long and
loose, or doubled as
shown here. Designed
by Andi Javori.

#102057, $12.99

3185 Banane

3152 Ecru

3166 Lagune

3150 Blanc

3172 Horizon

3177 Noir

Silver Mist

Chelsea Necklace Kit
This classic knitted necklace is adorned with jewel-like clusters of
glass beads, drawn together with a stylish metal ring and finished off
with a light-catching beaded tassel. Kit includes the pattern by Javori
Designs, Katia Gatsby yarn (viscose/polyamide/polyester), size 8 hexagonal glass beads, ¾" decorative ring, clasp and threader. You supply
your own #4 straight or dp needles. Please specify color.
#201090, $19.99

20 Order Today! 1-800-438-5464

Paradou 2

Printed pattern,
#803554, $5.99
PDF download pattern,
#803638, $5.99 (online
orders only)

3163 Brousse

3183 Mandarin

Golden Black

Size: 50" x 5"
Yarn: Seasons #9 1 ball
Needles: #9 straight
Stitch Pattern: Written

3161 Jacinthe

3155 Floral

Bergère de France/France

219 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Item #882, $7.99 per ball

Sizes: 58(63,69,74,80)" to fit bust up to 36(40,44,48,52)"
Yarn: Paradou #3155 12(13,14,15,16) balls
Needles: 24" or longer circular #4
Stitch Pattern: Written and charted

Champagne

Grey

Musk

Petunia

Nohea Shawl Kit
Knit on the diagonal, this generously sized shawl features
Skeino’s incredibly lightweight and lofty baby alpaca-blend
Moon yarn. Undulating stripes are created with short-row sections worked throughout. Packaged in a muslin drawstring bag,
the kit includes the pattern and five skeins of yarn (68% baby
alpaca/22% nylon/10% fine merino, hand wash) to knit one
80" x 40" shawl. You supply your own 32" and 60" circular #10
needles. Please specify color.
#201075, $89.99

Arne & Carlos First Edition 1
Schachenmayr Regia/Italy

Silky-soft with just a touch of shimmery metallic and a unique blend
of fibers, Paradou is an excellent choice for lightweight garments that
span the seasons.

Stock up on this hard-wearing, yet fun and colorful selfpatterning sock yarn, in colorways created by Scandinavian knitwear designers Arne and Carlos. One ball of
yarn is enough for one pair of adult-sized socks.

41% acrylic/37% cotton/11% linen/10% viscose/1% polyester
6 sts = 1" on size 4 needles
147 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

75% virgin wool/25% polyamide
7½ sts = 1" on size 1 to 3 needles
459 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Item #874, $9.99 per ball

Item #863, $17.99 per ball

3653

3657

3658

3656

3655
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a fabulous finish
Patternworks Exclusive!
Knitter’s Best Friend Dog Leash Kit

9135 Caliente

Treat yourself and your furry companion to
this sturdy leash that works up quickly in an
afternoon or over a weekend. Kit includes
the free pattern, one skein of Peruvia®
Quick yarn, and a heavy-duty, nickel-plated
swivel hook to make one leash approximately 64" long. You supply your own #15
double-pointed or straight needles, sewing
needle and thread. Please specify color.

9125 Sea Turtle

Kit, #201070, $14.99
Swivel hook only, #301042, $4.99
9175 Rio

small wonders

NEW | Knit Klips

The plastic ”pebble” case makes it easy to
store (and find!) this set of three blunt-tipped,
large-eye needles in assorted sizes.

Complete your project
with ease! Durable
plastic clips secure
knitted pieces together
for seaming, and
the smooth surface
prevents snagging
even the most delicate
fibers. Set of 10 clips.

#300968, $8.99

#301088, $8.99

John James Pebble Knitter’s Needles

9197 Grape

Forever Heathers
1

Lane Cervinia/Italy

Enjoy the ease of selfstriping yarn with softly
heathered hues. One pair
of adult-sized socks requires two balls of yarn.

The “I Hate to
Finish Sweaters”
Guide to Finishing Sweaters
by Janet Szabo

75% superwash merino
wool/25% nylon
231 yards (50 grams)
7 sts = 1" on size
2 needles
machine wash

Darning Ball Set

Item #591,
$6.99 per ball

#300415, $19.99

Extend the life of your socks! Repair holes
using maple-wood darning balls, which
provide a firm surface on which to work.
Set of three: 2", 2¼" and 2½" diameter.

Packed with just
about everything
knitting pros know
about finishing.
8½" x 11", spiral-bound, 56 pgs.
#100056, $15.95

Dentist Knitting Tool
45

46

47

42

48

Stork Scissors

Fix snags and more with this 6¼"-long metal tool with a size B hook on one end and a pick
on the other.

Carry on the tradition of stork scissors with a
bright and modern twist on color. 3½" long.
Assorted colors; we’ll choose one for you.

#300168, $4.99

#300746, $9.99

Arya Crochet Lariat Necklace
and Bracelet Kits
Shimmering yarn and sparkling
glass beads make an elegant statement in these coordinating pieces
from Javori Designs. Each kit includes Katia Gatsby yarn (viscose/
polyamide/polyester), size 8 glass
beads, and a threader. Necklace
kit also includes the necklace
pattern and a ¾" decorative ring,
and makes one 25" x ¼" lariat
necklace. Bracelet kit also includes
the bracelet pattern and a clasp,
and makes one 21" x ¼" bracelet,
which wraps around the wrist multiple times. You supply your own
size E hook for necklace or size B
hook for bracelet. Please specify
black diamond or champagne.
Necklace kit, #201065, $19.99
Bracelet kit, #201067, $12.99
Black Diamond
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Champagne

Blocking Bundle
Get our most popular
blocking tools in one convenient set. Bundle includes
a set of nine 11½" x 11½" Knitter’s Pride™ foam-rubber
blocking mats in assorted colors; a set of 15 Knitter’s
Pride stainless-steel lace blocking wires, which also
comes with a 60" tape measure and 20 T-pins; a set
of Knitter’s Pride Knit Blockers™ including 12 large (3"-long) and eight small (1½"-long)
blockers in a sturdy plastic storage case; and Anne Hanson’s Blocking Knits DVD (running time 142 minutes). Items also available separately below.
Bundle, #900383, $99.99
Knit Blockers, #301006, $25.99
Blocking mats, #900351, $32.99
Blocking Knits DVD, #14KN09, $24.99
Blocking wires, #900353, $24.99
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Embroidered Drawstring Tote
Perfect for carrying a large project
or a couple of small ones, this silk
tapestry bag has a zipper closure on
the top, a drawstring closure, and a
zippered interior pocket for notions.
Lined with cotton fabric. 22" x 15",
excluding handle. Please specify
pink or turquoise.
#900393, $39.99

NEW | Edict Project Bag
Perfect for small projects, these 11" x 12" cotton drawstring bags have a small interior pocket
and bear a fun slogan on the outside. Please specify “Shh…I’m counting” in purple, “Paws off
my knitting” in ocean, or “Sock project” in red.

Boye® 4-n-1 Crochet Pocket Pal
Puppy and Kitty
Snips
The travel-friendly
scissor blades of these
plastic key chains are
only ½" long. Assorted
colors; let us choose
for you.
Puppy, #300641, $5.99
Kitty, #300903, $5.99

Always have the most popular crochet
hook sizes close at hand with this compact,
pocket-sized tool that’s easy to carry with
you in a project bag or notions pouch. Simply
flip out a 3"-long hook tip from the 3½"-long
handle, and flip it back in place when you’re done.
Even knitters will find these handy for crocheted
edgings, button loops, provisional cast-ons, or picking
up dropped stitches. Choose from two sets of sizes: D
(3.12mm), F (3.75mm), H (5.00mm) and J (5.75mm); or E (3.50mm),
G (4.25mm), I (5.25mm) and K (6.50mm).
4-n-1 tool sizes D, F, H and J, #301083, $10.99
4-n-1 tool sizes E, G, I and K, #301085, $10.99

Yo-yo

Floral

6 Red

6 Red

Shh… (purple), #301082, $11.99
Paws off (ocean), #301080, $11.99
Sock project (red), #301078, $11.99

NEW | Walker Mesh Gusset Cases
Walker
Yarn Case

Store your projects and tools without losing
sight of them in see-through, sturdy, plastic
mesh cases with a zipper closure. The large
size (12" x 7½" x 3") is perfect for small to
medium projects such as socks, mittens and
scarves, and the small size (9½" x 4" x 1¾")
is just the right size for notions, tools, extra
short needles and crochet hooks. Please
specify purple, fuchsia or aqua.
Large, #301090, $25.99
Small, #301092, $17.99

have project, will travel

2 Bronze

2 Gold

4 Green

4 Olive

Has 17 pockets to hold one set each of double-pointed needles up to
8" long, 14 pockets which can hold multiple circular needles of any
length, and two zip-closure pockets for notions. Measures 5¾" x 10"
closed and 20½" x 13½" open. 100% undyed cotton.

5 Navy

1 Teal

#300992, $69.99

This sturdy, plastic
mesh case from
Walker Bags will
keep your yarn
neat and tidy
as you knit or
crochet. Place
your ball or cake
of yarn inside the
zip-top cylindrical case, feed the
yarn end through the grommet in the lid,
zip closed and you’re ready to start. 4½" x
5", excluding handle. Please specify purple,
fuchsia or aqua.
#301009, $29.99

Della Q Double-Pointed and Circular Case

Della Q Tri-Fold Circular Case

Hand-crafted in Thailand, these luxurious silk project bags are
adorned with multicolored fabric yo-yos or embroidered floral
fabric. Each has an interior zip pocket and exterior open pocket,
and a button-loop closure. Measures 6½" x 6½" x 10" excluding
handle. Please specify color.

Has 13 numbered
and five
unnumbered pockets
for circular needles
of any length and
two zip-closure
pockets for notions.
Each pocket
accommodates
multiple needles.
Measures 5" x 11"
closed and 14¼" x
15¼" open. 100%
undyed cotton.

Yo-yo bag, #301038, $19.99

#300990, $59.99

3 Purple

5 Navy

1 Silver

3 Purple

Silk Project Bags
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Floral bag, #301036, $19.99

NEW | Columbia
Print Mesh &
Cotton Zip
Pouches Set
NEW | Accessory Gift Tin
Keep those small essential notions handy in
this 2¾" x 1" round tin with a clear lid when
you travel. Includes four point protectors,
three yarn ball stitch markers, 12 knitter’s
safety pins, puppy or kitty snips, and a row
counter. Empty tin is also available separately.
Tin with notions, #301072, $19.99
Empty tin, #301074, $9.99

This matching set of three zip-close bags by
Della Q features the Columbia cotton print
fabric on one side and see-through mesh
on the other. Set includes one each in large
(11" x 8" x 3½"), medium (9½" x 6" x 2¾"),
and small (7½" x 5" x 2¼") sizes. The large
pouch holds a small to medium project, and
the medium and small pouches are ideal for
tools and notions.
#900410, $34.99

Limited Edition!
Columbia Print Tess Yarn Caddy
Della Q’s 12" x 14" Tess yarn caddy is ideal
for larger projects such as sweaters and
blankets, and includes plenty of storage
space with four exterior and two interior
pockets. Made of 100% cotton.
#900397, $54.99
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needle sets

think pink!

NEW | Lykke Driftwood
Interchangeable Needle Set
Lykke (pronounced “lee-kuh”) is the Norwegian word
for happiness, and you’ll be extremely happy working
with these smooth, light birch-wood needles that feel
warm in your hands and have nicely tapered points.
And unlike most other sets, this one includes larger
sizes for super-bulky yarns! Inside the black faux-leather case, you’ll find 12 pairs of needle tips in U.S. sizes
4 (3.5mm) to 17 (12mm), five cords to make circular
needles in lengths from 24" to 40", two cord connectors, four keys, and eight stoppers.
Case also has an exterior zip pocket and interior snap pocket for storing accessories.
#301098, $139.99

NEW | Denise2Go Sharp Short Tips
Complete Interchangeable Set
Made from high-quality, durable plastic
resin, Denise needles have a comfortable
feel and are warm to the touch, ideal for
stitchers with arthritis or hand/wrist issues.
This complete set has short, sharper tips
perfect for small-diameter projects as well
as lace and cables, and includes ten pairs of
tips in U.S. sizes 5 (3.75mm) to 15 (10mm),
six cords to make circular needles in lengths
of 14½" to 25", four end buttons, and two
extenders, all in a palm-sized cotton case
measuring 4" x 2½" x 1½" when closed. Made in the U.S.
#301086, $79.99

Addi® Lace Click
Interchangeable
Needle Set
A customer favorite
for lace projects, the
original Addi Lace
Click set has 3½"-long
nickel-plated brass tips
with sharp points. Set includes eight pairs
of tips and five cords to make needles in
U.S. sizes 4 (3.5mm) through 11 (8.0mm)
and from 16" to 40" long, a cord connector and needle gauge, all packaged in a
9" x 6¼" faux-leather case.
#300712, $180.99

Patternworks Exclusive!
Kollage Pink Square Needles
The ergonomic square design of these lightweight aluminum needles allows you to knit for hours in comfort. The Patternworks logo,
along with size information, is etched into the needle surface. Circular needles 16" and longer are available with firm or soft cables.
Double-point needles come in sets of five. Please specify size.

Single-Pointed Straight

0 (2.00mm), 1 (2.25mm), 2 (2.75mm), 3 (3.25mm), 4 (3.50mm), 5 (3.75mm), 6 (4.00mm),
7 (4.50mm), 8 (5.00mm), 9 (5.50mm), 10 (6.00mm), 10.5 (6.50mm), 11 (8.00mm)

#245 10" Pink Square

$16.99
0 (2.00mm), 1 (2.25mm), 2 (2.75mm),
3 (3.25mm), 4 (3.50mm), 5 (3.75mm),
6 (4.00mm), 7 (4.50mm), 8 (5.00mm)

Knitter’s Pride™ Dreamz Deluxe
Interchangeable Set and Cords

Double-Pointed

This colorful set includes nine pairs of 4½"long, laminated birch-wood tips in sizes
4 (3.50mm) to 11 (8.00mm), four colorcoded cords to make needles from 24" to
40" total length, size markers, eight end
caps, four cord keys and a vinyl cord pouch,
packaged in a 10¾" x 6" x 2" zippered vinyl
case. Cords are also available separately or
as a set of five including one of each length
(16" cord can only be used with shorter
interchangeable tips; see item #242 at right.

#222 5" Pink Square

$16.99

#239 7" Pink Square

$16.99

$16.99

0 (2.00mm), 1 (2.25mm), 2 (2.75mm),
3 (3.25mm), 4 (3.50mm)

5 (3.75mm), 6 (4.00mm), 7 (4.50mm),
8 (5.00mm), 9 (5.50mm), 10 (6.00mm),
10.5 (6.50mm), 11 (8.00mm)

Dreamz deluxe set, #301061, $89.99
Individual cords, #301018, $2.99 each
Please specify length:
16" (40cm, yellow), 20" (50cm, blue),
24" (60cm, green), 32" (80cm, orange) or
40" (100cm, red)
Set of five cords, #301020, $13.99
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Knitter’s Pride™ Dreamz 16" Interchangeable Set and
Short Tips
Perfect for hats, baby garments, or other projects requiring 16"
circular needles, this set includes seven pairs of 33/8"-long birchwood tips in U.S. sizes 4 (3.50mm) through 10 (6.00mm), two
9¼"-long cords, four end caps, two cord keys, and a set of size
markers in a 7½" x 7" fabric and vinyl case with zipper closure.
These shorter tips are the size you need to use with the shortest Knitter’s Pride cord in order to make a circular needle that
is 16" in total length. Additional tips are available separately.
Dreamz 16" set, #300922, $69.99
33/8" tips, #242
Please specify size:
4 (3.50mm) or 5 (3.75mm), $7.99
6 (4.00mm) or 7 (4.50mm), $8.99
8 (5.00mm), 9 (5.50mm) or 10 (6.00mm), $9.99

Circular

9 (5.50mm), 10 (6.00mm)

#175 9" Pink Square

$16.99

#185 16" Pink Square w/firm cable

$16.99

$16.99

#191 16" Pink Square w/soft cable

$16.99

$16.99

#200 24" Pink Square w/firm cable

$16.99

$16.99

#202 24" Pink Square w/soft cable

$16.99

$16.99

#204 32" Pink Square w/firm cable

$16.99

$16.99

#218 32" Pink Square w/soft cable

$16.99

$16.99

#219 40" Pink Square w/firm cable

$16.99

$16.99

#220 40" Pink Square w/soft cable

$16.99

$16.99
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gotta have needles & hooks!

Addi Turbo® Circular Needles
Slick, slippery and fast, these nickel-plated needles have exceptionally
smooth, slightly rounded tips. Please specify size.

0 (2.00mm),
6 (4.00mm),
1 (2.50mm),
7 (4.50mm),
000
5
Slick,
slippery
and
fast,
these
nickel-plated
needles
have
exceptionally
smooth,
2 (3.00mm),
Circular
(1.50mm)
(3.75mm) 8 (5.00mm),
slightly rounded tips. Please specify size.
3 (3.25mm),
9 (5.50mm)
4 (3.50mm)

Addi Turbo® Circular Needles

Knitter’s

Pride™

Dreamz Needles and Hooks

Made of lightweight but strong laminated birch wood, each size is a different color for easy identification. Double-pointed needles are sets
of five. Please specify size.

0 (2.00mm), 1 (2.25mm),
1.5 (2.50mm), 2 (2.75mm),
2.5 (3.00mm), 3 (3.25mm),
4 (3.50mm), 5 (3.75mm)

6 (4.00mm),
7 (4.50mm),
8 (5.00mm),
9 (5.50mm)

10 (6.00mm),
10.5 (6.50mm),
10.75 (7.00mm),
11 (8.00mm)

#146 16" Dreamz

$9.99

$10.99

$11.99

#147 24" Dreamz
#149 32" Dreamz
#159 40" Dreamz

$9.99

$10.99

$11.99

Circular

Single-Pointed
Straight

2.5 (3.00mm), 3 (3.25mm),
4 (3.50mm), 5 (3.75mm),
6 (4.00mm), 7 (4.50mm)

#144 10" Dreamz
#145 14" Dreamz
Double-Pointed
#135 6" Dreamz

13 (9.00mm),
15 (10.00mm)

17 (12.00mm)

19 (15.00mm)

$12.99

$13.99

$15.99

8 (5.00mm), 9 (5.50mm),
10 (6.00mm), 10.5 (6.50mm)

10.75
(7.00mm), 11
(8.00mm)

13 (9.00mm),
15 (10.00mm)

17 (12.00mm)

$8.99

$9.99

$11.99

$13.99

$15.99

$9.99

$11.99

$14.99

$16.99

$18.99

0 (2.00mm),
1 (2.25mm),
1.5 (2.50mm),
2 (2.75mm)

2.5 (3.00mm),
3 (3.25mm),
4 (3.50mm),
5 (3.75mm)

$9.99

$9.99

$9.99

$9.99

$10.99

#136 8" Dreamz

6 (4.00mm)

7 (4.50mm)

8 (5.00mm),
9 (5.50mm)

$10.99

10 (6.00mm),
10.75 (7.00mm),
10 (6.00mm),
10.75 (7.00mm),
10.5 (6.50mm)
10.5 (6.50mm)
11 (8.00mm)
11 (8.00mm)

$12.99

$14.99

$14.99 $14.99

Crochet Hook

E (3.50mm), F (3.75mm)

G (4.00mm), H (5.00mm),
I (5.50mm)

J (6.00mm), K (6.50mm),
L (8.00mm)

M (9.00mm),
N (10.00mm)

#141 6" Dreamz

$6.99

$7.99

$8.99

$9.99

find more Knitter’s Pride needles at
www.bit.ly/PWneedles
™
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#233 8" Addi Turbo

$14.99

$17.99

#168 12" Addi Turbo

$14.99

$17.99

$17.99

10 (6.00mm),
10.5 (6.50mm)

11 (8.00mm),
13 (9.00mm),
15 (10.00mm)

17
(12.00mm)

19
(15.00mm)

#170 16" Addi Turbo

$14.99

$14.99

$17.99

$17.99

$17.99

$22.99

$26.99

#174 24" Addi Turbo
#176 32" Addi Turbo

$14.99

$14.99

$17.99

$17.99

$17.99

$22.99

$26.99

$26.99

#178 40" Addi Turbo

$14.99

$14.99

$17.99

$17.99

$17.99

$22.99

$14.99

$17.99

$17.99

$17.99

$22.99

$26.99

$26.99

#182 60" Addi Turbo

Knitter’s Pride™ Royale
Circular Needles

Addi Turbo® Rockets Circular Needles
Enjoy the same slick finish of Addi Turbo
needles with sharper tips. Hollow brass tips
are nickel-plated. Please specify size:
000 (1.50mm), 00 (1.75mm), 0 (2.00mm),
2.25mm, 1 (2.50mm), 2.75mm, 2 (3.00mm),
3 (3.25mm), 4 (3.50mm), 5 (3.75mm),
6 (4.00mm), 7 (4.50mm), 8 (5.00mm),
9 (5.50mm), 10 (6.00mm), 10.5 (6.50mm),
10.75 (7.00mm), 11 (8.00mm) or
13 (9.00mm).

These elegant needles combine the warmth
of smooth, laminated birch wood with
tapered metal points. Needle tips are
color-coded by size and have flexible cords
that swivel where they join the tips. Please
specify size.
24" circular, #241
32" circular, #243
3 (3.25mm), 4 (3.50mm) or 5 (3.75mm), $11.99
6 (4.00mm), 7 (4.50mm), 8 (5.00mm) or
9 (5.50mm), $12.99
10 (6.00mm), 10.5 (6.50mm) or
11 (8.00mm), $13.99

#150, 16" length
#154, 24" length
#156, 32" length
#215, 40" length

000–4, $14.99
5–10.75, $17.99
11–13, $22.99

Knitter’s Pride™ Naturalz
Circular Needles
Made from strong, laminated birch wood in
a natural wood color, these fixed-circular
needles have smooth joins, flexible cables,
and a smooth needle surface with perfectly
tapered points. Please specify size.
16" circular, #223
24" circular, #235
32" circular, #238
0 (2.00mm), 1 (2.25mm) or 2 (2.75mm), $7.99
3 (3.25mm), 4 (3.50mm) or 5 (3.75mm), $8.99
6 (4.00mm), 7 (4.50mm), 8 (5.00mm) or
9 (5.50mm), $9.99
10 (6.00mm), 10.5 (6.50mm) or
11 (8.00mm), $10.99

Clover Amour Crochet Hooks
Crochet in comfort with 6"-long hooks that have an optimal
shape for smooth crocheting and elastomer rubber color-coded
handles that are easy to grip. Sizes B through J have an aluminum
hook, and sizes K through P/Q are made of ABS resin.
Original Amour, #298
Please specify size:
B (2.25mm), C (2.75mm),
D (3.25mm), E (3.50mm),
F (3.75mm), G (4.00mm),
7 (4.50mm), H (5.00mm),
I (5.50mm) or J (6.00mm),
$7.99

Amour Jumbo, #252
Please specify size:
K (6.50mm), 7.00mm,
L (8.00mm), M (9.00mm) or
N (10.00mm), $9.99
12.00mm, $10.99
P/Q (15.00mm), $11.99

Addi® Swing Crochet Hook
Developed with comfort in mind, the handles of these hooks
are precisely contoured to rest comfortably in either hand,
eliminating pressure points. Handles are color-coded by size
for easy identification. Please specify size: A (2.00mm),
B (2.50mm), C (3.00mm), D (3.25mm), E (3.50mm), F (4.00mm),
G (4.50mm), H (5.00mm), I (5.50mm) or J (6.00mm).
#285,
sizes A–H, $15.99 each

sizes I or J, $18.99 each
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top ten

get
organized

The Knit Kit

Purple

Think of it as the “Swiss army
knife” for knitters. This 3½" x
5" plastic case includes a 60"
retractable tape measure,
stitch counter, thread cutter,
double-ended crochet hook,
TSA-compliant folding stainlesssteel scissors, stitch markers, darning
needle and point protectors, plus a needle gauge built
right into the lid. A must-have for travel!

Ocean

Patternworks Exclusive!
Patternworks Circular Needle Case by Della Q

#301099, $29.99

Fuchsia

The Sock Ruler

Organize your circular needles in this handy 9½" x 10" x 2" zip-close canvas bag with convenient carrying handle. Inside, you’ll find five clear vinyl insert pages with two zip-closure
pouches each (a total of ten 7½" x 7½" pouches) for storing multiple circular needles. Pages
fasten securely with snaps. Additional insert pages are available in sets of three (total of six
additional pouches). Please specify purple, ocean or fuchsia.
Needle case, #900441, $39.99

Set of 3 extra pages, #900443, $14.99

In Portuguese-style knitting, the working yarn
is wrapped around one finger of the right
hand, then tensioned by threading it through
one of these handy metal hooks pinned to
the knitter’s shirt, and stitches are worked by
wrapping the yarn around the needle with a
flick of the left thumb. This style of knitting
requires very little hand movement and can
be helpful to knitters who find it difficult to
tension the yarn using their hands, as well
as those with arthritis or hand injuries (learn
more at www.bit.ly/pknitting). Set of two 13/8"long pins; please specify gold or silver finish.

Perfect Notion Case
Fit your essential small notions in this 4" x
2½" x 1¼"-deep snap-closure plastic case
with six lidded compartments. Set of two.
We’ll choose colors for you.

Clear Project Bags
Great for travel or to keep projects organized, these gusseted, zippered plastic bags
are a must. Small (9½" x 11½" x 3") is great
for tools and small projects. Large (12½" x
15½" x 2½") is the perfect size for scarves
and hats. Sets of five.

Portuguese Knitting Pins

#300547, $12.99

Small, #300139, $5.99
Large, #300141, $6.99

Made of heavy-duty, flexible
plastic, this handy tool allows
you to easily measure leg
or foot length on cuff-down
or toe-up socks. One end is
curved to fit easily into the
toe of a sock to measure foot
length of a toe-up sock; when
measuring leg or cuff length
on cuff-down or toe-up socks,
simply insert into the sock
and line up the tip of the curved end with
your starting point of measure. Measures up
to 9¾" (25cm) in length. Made in the U.S.
#301021, $12.99

The Circular
Solution
Keep your circular
needles kink-free
and organized in this
8" x 25" cotton-duck
hanging case with
15 roomy channels
screen-printed
for U.S. #1 to #15
needles and one
unmarked channel.
Fastens to a hanger
(not included)
with the attached
Velcro® strip.
#900021, $22.99

Doublepoints Needle Case
Case has three pockets each for U.S. sizes
#0 through #15—one pocket each for
short, medium and long double-pointed
needles—to hold a total of 45 sets. 9" x
11½" folded and tied.

#301101, $7.99

#900025, $28.99

Six-Shelf
Yarn and Craft
Organizer
Store all of
your supplies
in one convenient place.
Six 10½" x 8"
reinforced compartments hold
lots of yarn, and
six 6½"-deep
pockets on the
side are perfect
for storing patterns, booklets,
needles and
tools. 11" x 48" x
11" unit hangs
easily in a closet.
Color may vary.
#900384, $14.99

Needle Pocket Packs

Store yarn or your latest project in
this 12" collapsible cube with two
rigid and two mesh sides. Please
specify purple, blue or pink.

Each heavy-gauge vinyl pocket has a place
to record needle sizes, holds multiple
needles and fits into a standard three-ring
binder. Circular pack has five sheets with
two pockets each; double-pointed pack
has three sheets with five pockets each
and holds needles up to 7" long.

#900408, $9.99

Lacis Metal Umbrella
Swift and Ball Winder II
Use this sturdy metal swift
along with the plastic
hand-cranked ball winder
to transform twist-hank
skeins of yarn into centerpull “cakes.” Swift folds
away for storage in the
included 2" x 2" x 18"
plastic tube, expands
to hold skeins up to 60"
in circumference, and
clamps to surfaces up to
1¾" thick. Ball winder fits
surfaces up to 1½" thick.
Metal swift,
#900399, $49.99
Ball winder,
#900437, $45.99
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Pop-Up Storage Cube
Knitter’s Safety Pins
Use these handy 7/8"long, extra-fine metal pins as stitch markers,
to mark the right side of your project, or to
keep track of increases and decreases. Package of 12. Please specify pink or multi.
#301046, $2.99

Knitter’s
Pride™
Knit
Blockers™

Double-point, #300397, $9.99
Circular, #300208, $11.99

Cro-Knit Tension
Keeper
Cro-Knit helps you keep
your gauge when you
knit or crochet. Just
thread your yarn under
the spring-held flap, and
turn the screw to adjust the
tension. A godsend for beginning knitters and arthritis sufferers, too.
#300067, $8.99

Knit Happy™
Scribbles
Mug

These innovative tools
created by a
clever knitter
save time, reduce the
number of pins needed to block a project
and allow you to apply more consistent
tension over a wider area. Knit Blockers can
also be used with string or blocking wires to
form straight or curved edges. Set includes
12 large (3"-long) and eight small (1½"-long)
blockers in a sturdy plastic storage case.

Follow the
whimsical
illustration
from sheep
to finished
project on
this 15-ounce
mug with
matte black
exterior and
hand-dipped,
brightly colored interior. Some variation in finish may occur due to the hand-dipping process;
hand washing is recommended. Please specify blue, lime, red or orange.

#301006, $25.99

#301095, $14.99
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must-have
tools

WPI Tool
This essential spinner’s and weaver’s tool
from Nancy’s Knit Knacks will help you
determine the gauge of your yarn by measuring the number of wraps per inch (WPI).
Birch-wood tool has an oil finish with laseretched measurements. Made in the U.S.
#300179, $11.99

Knitter’s Pride™
Dreamz Cable Needles
Set of three birch-wood cable
needles includes sizes
3 (3.25mm, 31/8" long), 6 (4.00mm, 33/8" long) and 9 (5.50mm, 41/8" long).

Gleener® The Ultimate Fuzz Remover

#300929, $5.99

Novelty Tape Measures
Make measuring fun with
these 40"-long retractable tape
measures enclosed in novelty
plastic cases. Retracts with
the push of a button. Turtle is
about 3" long and sweater is
about 2" high.
Turtle, #301015, $7.99
Sweater, #301017, $7.99

No batteries needed! Gleener’s patented design uses
three interchangeable edges to quickly and gently remove stubborn pilling from a variety of fibers and fabrics,
including natural fibers as well as synthetics and blends.
Choose the full-size ergonomic design for at-home use,
or the compact Gleener® on the Go™ for travel. Both
styles have a built-in lint brush and come with a drawstring storage pouch. A set of three replacement edges
including one each of fine, medium and heavy-duty
edges is also available separately.

NEW | KA
Memoric
Heart Stitch
Markers

Locking Stitch Markers With Clips

Keep track of pattern repeats with closed-ring
plastic stitch markers in a heart shape. Set
includes 20 markers in assorted colors: five
each of small and large sizes, and ten medium
size. Small fits needle sizes up to U.S. 3
(3.25mm), medium fits up to U.S. 7 (4.5mm),
and large fits up to U.S. 10.5 (6.5mm).

Have you ever placed a stitch marker and forgotten why you put it there? Use these locking
stitch markers with a built-in clip, and attach
a note to remind yourself of things such as a
stitch count or a key point in your project. Set
of six 13/4"-long plastic markers comes with a
sheet of 24 perforated 1½" x 11/8" blank notes.

#301084, $3.99

#300944, $5.99

NEW | Must-Have
Tool Set

NEW | Owl
Needle
Gauge
Easily determine needle
or hook
size with
this handy
wooden owl
with holes
sized from
U.S. 0
(2mm)
through
19 (15mm).
It’s small enough to carry with you in a
notions pouch or project bag, and has
a 1½" ruler along the bottom edge for
measuring on-the-go.

Get six essential tools
every knitter and crocheter
#301066, $15.99
needs. This handy set includes our popular dentist
knitting tool with a B hook
on one end and a pick on the other, six locking stitch markers with clips to
hold small notes and reminders, a 60" (150cm) retractable tape measure, a
set of two Chibi jumbo darning needles with case, a row counter, an antique
silver yarn cutter pendant, and a 6" x 4" x 1½" clear-vinyl zippered pouch in
which to store these and other notions. Pouch is also available separately.

Full-size Gleener, #301049, $19.99
Gleener on the Go, #301094, $14.99
Replacement edges, #301096, $6.99

NEW | Antique Silver Yarn Cutter Pendant
Keep this 2"-long pendant handy in a notions pouch or on a
necklace (not included) to cut yarns and thread using any of the
grooves around the edge. Rotary blade is safely enclosed in the
pendant, so you’ll only cut your yarn and not your fingers.

Must-have tool set, #301076, $39.99
Clear-vinyl pouch only, #301113, $4.99

#301111, $8.99
Cherry

Pattern Chart Marker Set
Place your pattern or page of a
book between the hinged magnetic plastic strips, and slide to
reveal the next row in the window as you work.
No chart-holder board required. Set includes
two sizes. Large is for pages up to approximately
11", and small is for pages up to approximately 8½".
#300946, $15.99

Gauge Counting Set

Place your ball or
cake of yarn on the
spindle, and begin
Bird's-eye maple
knitting or crocheting
using the strand from the outside of the ball. The
lazy-susan-style base turns as you work. Handcrafted in the U.S. using fine woods. Each one is a
unique work of art. 5" x 8". Please specify cherry
or bird’s-eye maple (spindle wood may vary).

Use the 4" magnetic
wooden ruler and two
1¾"-long counting pins,
adorned with handcrafted works of art in
copper, brass and nickel,
to check gauge on your
swatches. Ruler can also
be used with a magnetic
chart holder to mark your
place in a pattern. Please specify
sheep or kitty.

#900375, $69.99

#300978, $19.99

Yarn Susan
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Learn to Spin
Bundle
Perfect for
beginners, this set
includes a 40-gram
(1.43 oz.) top-whorl drop spindle with a 2¾"-diameter whorl,
three balls (approximately 2 oz. each) of 100% wool top fiber
in assorted colors, a 5ml sample packet of wool wash, and the
Respect the Spindle instructional DVD. Spindle kit (with fiber
and wool wash sample) and DVD are also available separately.
Learn to spin bundle, #201028, $54.99
Northern Lights drop spindle kit, #201030, $39.99
Respect the Spindle DVD, #09SP05, $19.99

Prop-It® Chart Holder and
Magnifiers
Prop your chart or pattern on this
collapsible plastic stand with a magnetic board and three magnetic strips.
Has adjustable supports for large charts
and an elastic page holder for books. The 8½" x 11" full-page 2X plastic
magnifier has a free-standing metal holder. Also available separately are
the 2X bar magnifier with magnets, and a 16" x 11" nylon zipper-closure
tote with outside zippered pocket.
Chart holder, #300337, $17.99
Page magnifier, #300927, $27.99

Bar magnifier, #300744, $10.99
Tote, #300570, $12.99
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little ones

Solids

41 Marshmallow

157 Coral

155 Violet

809 Really Red

43 Fuchsia

NEW | 60 Quick
Knitted Toys
NEW | 823 Burnt Orange

137 Chestnut

158 Mint

NEW
Mouse Hats Kit
145 Aqua

Knit adorable hats
with mouse ears for
the babies in your life!
With the purchase of
the kit, you’ll receive
the downloadable
pattern in PDF format, and one ball each of Dreambaby DK Paintpot yarn in
colors #1413, #1401, and #1402 to make three hats 14" to 20" in circumference to fit newborns to toddlers. You’ll also need #4 and #6 double-pointed
needles, not included. Please note: the kit must be purchased online in order
to receive the pattern download.

101 Cream

154 Grey

124 Sky

#201104, $18.99

821 Daffodil

NEW | 250 Laurel Green

NEW | 227 Bachelor Button

100 White

131 Lilac

NEW | 877 Golden

Paintpot
NEW 252 Celestial
|

edited by
Carol J. Sulcoski

This collection of 60
adorable toys features
Cascade Yarns’ 220
Superwash® family
of yarns, including
the worsted-weight
version shown at left. The designs range from stuffed animals and dolls to games such as tic-tac-toe and bowling,
and are suited to a variety of knitting skill levels.
Castle set
Sizes: 8" x 3" arch; 3" x 2½" blocks; and 4½" x 2½" rounds
Yarn: 220 Superwash #877 and #821 2 balls each, and
#815 1 ball
Needles: #4 dps
Notions: Polyester stuffing; 1"-thick polyester cushion foam
Friendly fox
Size: 12" tall when sitting
Yarn: 220 Superwash #823 2 balls,
and #873 and #815 1 ball each
Needles: #6 dps and 16" circular
Notions: Polyester stuffing

101 Terracotta

91 Straw

85 Lettuce

7 Lagoon

72 Gray-Green

60 projects, 9" x 8", 184 pgs.
1401 Pink Lavender

#102128, $17.95

1402 Denim

73 Aqua

813 Blue Velvet

1405 Sherbet

12 Cloud

NEW | 1948 Mystic Purple

1408 Pink Green

111 Clay

NEW | 873 Extra Creme Café
1404 Greens

1409 Orange Teal
817 Aran

1410 Lime Aqua

1415 Blue Tan

1403 Teals

Dreambaby DK 3

1413 Grey Yellow

Plymouth Yarn/Turkey

This super-soft, easy-care yarn is ideal for outfitting baby’s
nursery with cozy blankets, sweaters, hats and booties. New
moms will love that it’s machine washable and dryable!
50% acrylic microfiber/50% nylon
5½ sts = 1" on size 6 needles

Solids, Item #488, $4.99 per ball
Paintpot, Item #482, $5.99 per ball
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174 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

Paintpot Baby Raglan Pullover Pattern

815 Black

Knit in a traditional seamed construction, this
child’s sweater features a patterned yarn on
the front and back, and in a column down
the sleeves. The patterned yarn is complemented by a coordinating solid color.

220 Superwash® 4

Sizes: 20(21,23)" to fit up to 3(12,24) months
Yarn: Dreambaby DK Paintpot #1404 or
#1408 2(2,3) balls, and Dreambaby DK
#101 or #131 1(1,2) balls
Needles: Needles: #4 and #6 straight; and
16" circular #4
#803531, $5.99

Cascade Yarns/China
This hardworking wool yarn is a
great choice for garments and accessories for the whole family, as
well as home décor projects. You’ll
love its soft hand, versatile gauge,
and ease of care.
100% superwash wool
5½ to 5 sts = 1" on size 6 to 7 needles
220 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Item #833, $11.99 per ball

31 Cream

Patternworks Exclusive!
NEW | Stripy Miters Baby
Blanket Pattern
This colorful blanket is worked
in two-color striped squares
that are joined modularly, so
there’s no seaming required. A
single-crochet edging gives a
neat finish. Pattern offered as a PDF download only.
Size: 32" x 32"
Yarn: Natura XL #72, #85, #43 and #101, 2 balls each
Needles: 32" circular #10.5; and K hook
PDF download pattern, #EP803584, $5.99
(online orders only)

1 White

Natura XL 5

DMC/Bulgaria

Spun from matte-finish combed cotton
and plied in a sturdy cabled construction, this all-purpose cotton yarn is
an excellent choice for a variety of
projects, including toys, baby blankets,
home decor, and garments and accessories for the entire family.
100% cotton
3 sts = 1" on size 10 to 11 needles
82 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Item #824, $8.99 per ball
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164 Bijou Blue

182 Coral

163 Regatta

139 Orchid

144 Violet

178 Forest

180 Grey

177 Seafoam

Gradient Shawl
Pattern
This generously
sized shawl features wide bands
of four different
colors, and a halfhexagon shape
that stays put on
your shoulders.
Size: 64" x 21"
Yarn: Cleo #100 1 skein,
#166 and #177 2 skeins each,
and #178 4 skeins
Needles: 40" circular #7
#803514, $5.99

1219 Emerald

4569 Fuchsia

1221 Aqua

2209 Red

3792 Turquoise

1037 Coral

6614 Denim

4570 Orange

1222 Lilac

4285 Yellow

255 Grey

5309 Green

874 Linen

331 Mint

208 White

100 White

166 Cockatoo

Cleo 3

879 Orchid

Plymouth Yarn/Greece

Grid Pullover Pattern

Super-soft yet durable, this dk-weight Pima cotton yarn is a great
choice for household items and garments for the entire family.
100% mercerized Pima cotton
5½ sts = 1" on size 6 needles

As easy to knit as it is
to wear, this pullover is
constructed in just two
pieces in a super-simple
“T” shape. The front and
back are identical, each
including the sleeves.
The stitch pattern is
charted only, but very
easy to follow.

125 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

Item #784, $5.99 per skein

cool cotton

Sizes: 34(38,42,46)"
Yarn: Cleo #182
7(8,10,11) skeins
Needles: 40" or longer
circular #5

8452 Lavender

8419 Dianthus

NEW | Short-Sleeve Dolman Pullover Pattern
Alternating blocks of stockinette and reverse stockinette add graphic
interest to this simply structured top. Knit flat in two pieces and seamed
together, with sleeve and neck edgings worked from picked-up stitches.
Sizes: 40(42,47,51,54)"
Yarn: Calico #1037 4(5,6,6,7) balls
Needles: 24" circular #4 and #6

8406 Stone Crop

8470 Goats Beard

8440 Basil

8420 Sea Holly

8403 Wisteria

8421 Forget-Me-Not

8401 Magnolia

8400 Yarrow

8412 Phlox

NEW | Pima 100™ 4

Berroco/Peru

Pure Pima cotton provides superior softness, and a 4-ply construction
lends excellent stitch definition to this classic, matte-finish cotton yarn.
100% Pima cotton
5 sts = 1" on size 7 needles

Item #911, $10.99 per skein
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219 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Ribbed Baby Cardigan Pattern

Calico Jakar 3
NEW | Booklet
385: Berroco
Pima 100™
Five sweaters for
all seasons and a
simple triangular
scarf comprise
this collection of
projects featuring
Berroco’s 100%
Pima cotton yarn.
The Cosette
tee is worked sideways in one
piece, then seamed down the
sides and the underside of each
sleeve. Neck opening and hem
are finished off with a simple
one-row edging.
Sizes: 36(40,44,48,52,56,60)"
Yarn: Pima 100
#8431 4(4,5,5,6,6,7) skeins
Needles: 29" or longer circular
#5 and #7; and 16" circular #5

267 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Item #899, $7.99 per ball

8430 Acorn

8431 Chrysanthemum

Nako/Turkey

A solid-color sister to Calico Jakar, Calico is an easy-care cotton/acrylic
blend you’ll reach for again and again. It’s a perfect choice for garments
for the entire family as well as the home, in a versatile dk weight.
50% cotton/50% acrylic
5½ sts = 1" on size 6 to 7 needles

#803566, $5.99

#803464, $5.99
8450 Peony

NEW | Calico 3

Knit flat in pieces and seamed, this simple
baby cardigan sports an allover rib pattern
edged in garter stitch.

Nako/Turkey
1543 Pink

1544 Tangerine

1546 Green

1548 Aqua

1545 Denim

1542 Grey Tan

Color patterning is
easy when you let
self-striping yarn do
all the work! Plus,
Calico Jakar’s cottony
softness and easy
care make it an ideal
choice for the entire
family. Narrow pieces
will result in wider
stripes, while wider
pieces have narrower
stripes. Stripes will become even narrower
in adult-sized sweaters
knit in the round.
50% cotton/50% acrylic
5½ sts = 1" on size 6 to
7 needles
267 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Item #875,
$7.99 per ball

Sizes: 18(20,23,25)" to fit up to
0(3,12,24) months
Yarn: Calico Jakar #1548 2 balls any size
Needles: #5 and #6 straight
Notions: Five ¾" buttons
#803550, $5.99

Woman’s Raglan Tee Pattern
Worked seamlessly in the round from
the top down, this basic short-sleeve
pullover gets its stripes from self-striping yarn with long color repeats.
Sizes: 35(38,42,46,50)"
Yarn: Calico Jakar #1544 3(3,4,4,4) balls
Needles: #6 dps and 16" and 32"–40"
circulars
#803548, $5.99

#102120, $11.99
1547 Neutral

color play
1005 Tasmanian Devil

4 Coral Grey Mix

5 Purple Teal Mix

6 Copper Burgundy Mix

7 Denim Navy Mix

8 Violet Gold Mix

1 Mauve Purple Mix

1002 Tanami Desert

9 Green Cream Mix

2 Blush Opal Grey Mix

1006 Great Victoria

1003 The Breadknife

1004 Aurora Australis

1001 Platypus Pub

3 Lime Green Mix

NEW | Uluru Rainbow 1

NEW | Pendenza 3
Plymouth Yarn/Italy
This cotton yarn is mercerized
and gassed, resulting in a silkysmooth feel with a beautiful
sheen, and drifting multicolor
shades make it easy to add color
interest to any project. With any
online purchase of Pendenza
yarn, you’ll automatically receive a free PDF download of the OneBall Cowl pattern. Worked in the round and featuring a zigzag pattern
created with slipped stitches, the 32" x 7½" cowl requires one ball of
Pendenza (shown in color #6) and a 24" circular #5 needle.
100% mercerized cotton
5½ sts = 1" on size 5 needles

240 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

NEW | Pendenza Multidirectional Top Pattern
The unique but simple construction of this tee with a high-low hem
really shows off a self-striping yarn. After knitting the front and back
hems separately, you’ll join them to knit the lower body in the round
to the underarm, then knit the sleeves and yoke in one piece, and
finish by seaming it to the lower body.

Queensland Collection/China

Perfect for lightweight shawls and scarves, this unique drifting-color yarn has a slight nubby texture
and consists of a cotton-blend strand with a soft halo, wrapped with an ultra-fine metallic strand
for a hint of sparkle. With any online purchase of Uluru Rainbow yarn, you’ll automatically receive
a free PDF download of the Kata Asymmetrical Shawl pattern. To knit the 59" x 24" shawl, you’ll
need one ball of Uluru Rainbow (shown in color #1003) and a 24" or longer circular #6 needle.
Suitable for all skill levels.
49% cotton/43% acrylic/8% polyamide
8 to 6¾ sts = 1" on size 1 to 3 needles

382 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Item #925, $12.99 per ball

Sizes: 44(52,60)" to fit bust up to 34(42,50)"
Yarn: Pendenza #5 4(4,5) balls
Needles: 24"–32" circular #5
#803574, $5.99

Item #888, $15.99 per ball

2 Autumn

20 Gemstones

9 Fiesta

18 Twilight

19 Spring

8 Plums

7 Vintage

17 Ocean

Gina 4

Plymouth Yarn/Turkey

Chevron stitches
and self-striping yarn
make an exciting
combination. This
cowl design from
Plymouth Yarn
begins with a provisional cast-on, which
is grafted to the final
row to form a seamless loop. Pattern
includes instructions
for a long version
(shown here) and a
short version.
Sizes: 30(60)" x 9"
Yarn: Gina
#9 2(4) balls
Needles: #8 straight

100% wool
5 sts = 1" on size 7 needles

#803556, $5.99

Item #929, $6.99 per ball
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NEW | 104 Apple Tree

NEW | 102 Waxflower

RS86 Juniper

RS34 Spectrum

RS42 Aquarius

NEW | 101 Medallion

RS74 Lilac in Bloom

Knit in a modular construction that mimics the look of scales, this
throw-sized blanket uses two different multicolored shades for a
dramatic effect.

NEW | 106 Iris

RS72 Camouflage

Size: 32" x 33"
Yarn: Rhythm Superwash #RS86 5 balls and #RS34 8 balls
Needles: 32" or longer circular #7

Each unique colorway of this enticingly soft and cushy yarn works up
into a glorious rainbow of colors, creating a one-of-a-kind project.

Chevron Cowls
Pattern

Packed with color, this self-striping, rustic, single-ply yarn is perfect
for fall and winter garments and accessories. Pair it with a solid-colored
yarn in the same gauge for colorwork that’s easier than it looks! Also
a great choice for felted projects.
109 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

RS67 Martini Dance

NEW | Dragon Wing Blanket Pattern

#803618, $6.99

Rhythm™ Superwash 4

100% wool
5 to 4½ sts = 1" on size 7 to 8 needles

Jojoland/China

110 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

Item #403, $7.99 per ball
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2012 Fjord

NEW | Mika 1702B
Pattern Booklet
The eight garments
and accessories in
this collection are the
perfect match for Classic Elite’s dk-weight
organic cotton yarn.
Zahara is a tuniclength vest with deep
side slits. Buttonbands are knit at the same time as
the front and back panels, and the Mandarin collar is worked from
stitches picked up around the neckline.
Sizes: 29(33,37,40,44,48,52)"
Yarn: Mika #6249 6(7,8,9,9,10,11) skeins
Needles: #3 straight or circular
Notions: Five ½" buttons

516 Tranquil

528 Graphite

539 Terracotta

533 Seashell

504 Light Taupe

506 Larkin

540 Mediterranean Blue

537 Parchment

538 Breaking Waves

512 Black Violet

502 Vanilla

2004 Ivory

2034 Blueprint

13 Caffeine

Rain 3

530 Pomegranate

2003 Ash

spring
cottons

NEW | Cotton DK 3

Sirdar/Turkey

Classic, mercerized cotton with a firm twist makes Cotton DK an ideal yarn for garments for
the whole family as well as accessories for the home. Its smooth texture offers excellent stitch
definition, and its silky-soft hand makes it a pleasure to knit and crochet.
100% cotton
5½ sts = 1" on size 6 needles

232 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Item #898, $7.99 per ball

11 Tar

Shibui/Japan

A mercerized cotton yarn with a lustrous sheen, Rain is constructed
as an elongated chain, helping projects retain their shape and creating elegant drape in garments.
100% cotton
5½ sts = 1" on size 6 needle
135 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

#102136, $16.95

Item #694, $18.99 per skein

NEW | Eames
Cardigan Pattern
6206 Terra Cotta

6249 Heavenly Blue

6260 Bumblebee

6210 Midnight Blue

6212 Citrine

6252 Lavendula

6297 Kelp

6256 Deep Shadow

6236 Clam Shell

6246 Antique Glass

NEW | Mika n 3

Classic Elite Yarns/Peru

Spun from pure organic cotton, Mika knits to a versatile dk gauge
that’s perfect for warm-weather garments and accessories. And don’t
let the subtle, nubby texture fool you—it also provides great stitch
definition! Mika is GOTS-certified organic, and dye materials comply
with REACH regulations.
100% organic cotton
6 to 5½ sts = 1" on size 2 to 4 needles

165 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

The clean lines
of this open-front
cardigan are simply
elegant in lustrous
mercerized cotton. Designed by
Shellie Anderson,
it’s worked flat in
pieces and seamed
together for structure. Pattern also
includes instructions
for a long-sleeve
version which uses
2(2,1,2,1,2,2) additional skeins of the
recommended yarn.
Sizes: 36(38,40,
42,44,48,52)"
Yarn: Rain
#2003 8(8,9,9,
10,10,11) skeins
Needles: #7 straight
or circular; and
spare #7 needle
#803592, $10.99

NEW | Sirdar 7917 Square-Neck
Pullover Pattern

NEW | Sirdar 7916 Lacy Dolman Top
Pattern

NEW | Sirdar 7914 Lace Cardigan
Pattern

A classic silhouette for summer, this shortsleeved sweater has a modern square
neckline and a broken-rib texture on the
yoke and sleeves.

This boat-neck dolman pullover with wide,
twisted ribbing at the hem and cuffs is a
great layering piece for spring and summer.
Front and back are knit separately, with the
sleeves worked at the same time, and cuffs
are knit from picked-up stitches.

Knit in a traditional seamed construction,
this short-sleeved, one-button cardigan is
adorned with a band of feather motifs on
the fronts and back.

Sizes: 32(36,41,44,48,52)"
Yarn: Cotton DK #538 4(5,6,6,7,8) balls
Needles: #6 straight or circular
#803560, $6.99

Sizes: 39(45,49,54,58,63)" to fit bust up to
34(38,42,46,50,54)"
Yarn: Cotton DK #539 4(5,6,7,8,8) balls
Needles: #3 and #6 straight or circular

Sizes: 37(43,46,52,54,57)"
Yarn: Cotton DK #540 4(5,5,6,7,7) balls
Needles: #3 and #6 straight or circular
Notions: One 1" button
#803564, $6.99

#803562, $6.99

Item #930, $9.99 per skein
40 Order Today! 1-800-438-5464
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spanning the
seasons
15 Hyacinth

25 Pacific Blue

14 Bloom

22 Grey

8 Crocodile

3 Buckwheat

7 Mermaid

1 Fresco

Prints

NEW | Findley DK 3
Juniper Moon Farm/Italy
This delightful yarn blends extrafine merino
wool with luxurious mulberry silk to create
a silky-soft texture, and its firm twist offers
excellent stitch definition.
50% extrafine merino wool/50% mulberry silk
5½ sts = 1" on size 6 needles
131 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

NEW | Alexi Lace Tank Pattern

NEW | Plya Hat & Mitts Pattern

Columns of delicate vine-like lace travel up
the front and back of this simple yet elegant
top that’s knit flat in two pieces and seamed
at the sides and shoulders.

Two-stitch cables form a diamond pattern
on this set including a beanie and fingerless
mitts. Designed by Tabetha Hedrick.

Sizes: 35(38,41,45,48)"
Yarn: Findley DK #3 6(7,7,8,9) balls
Needles: #6 straight or circular
Printed pattern, #803644, $5.99
PDF download pattern, #EP803644, $5.99
(online orders only)

566 Edie

561 Maia

562 Lana

564 Astrid

565 Monroe

563 Nuage

Sizes: 17(19)" circumference hat;
7½" circumference mitts
Yarn: Findley DK #25 2 balls for the set
Needles: #4 dps and 16" circular;
and cable needle
Stitch Pattern: Written and charted
#803652, $7.99

Item #931, $12.99 per ball

Solids

510 Fondant

511 Marisol

NEW | 556 Cleo

NEW | 557 Neptune

515 Zola

514 Smoky Lavender

513 Ochre

512 Haze

NEW | 555 Eliza

509 Latte

7883 Sedum

7861 Gladiolus

Booklet 377:
Berroco Millefiori™
Four accessories and two
garments by Amy Christoffers and the Berroco design
team show off the fun style
of randomly self-striping
Millefiori yarn. Cilka is a
cardigan worked in a traditional seamed construction.
Sizes: 36(40,44,48,52,56)"
Yarn: Millefiori
#7885 6(6,7,8,8,9) balls
Needles: #6 and #8 straight;
and 24"-29" circular #5
#102097, $11.99

7859 Viola

Scarf
Size: 59" x 6"
Yarn: Evie Print #562 2 balls
Needles: #8 straight

7888 Iris

NEW | Sublime 711 Evie & Evie Prints
Pattern Booklet

7885 Lupin

Millefiori™ 4

Poncho
Sizes: 59(63,67,71,74,79)"
to fit bust up to
34(38,42,46,50,54)"
Yarn: Evie Print #565 or
Evie #509, 9(9,11,12,
12,14) balls
Needles: 32"–40" and 16"
circular #8
Notions: 6 large buttons

Enjoy 15 garment and accessory designs including several with options for different sleeves or
lengths. The cowl-neck poncho has a simple and
seamless construction, with the front and back knit
in one piece and the collar worked from stitches
picked up around the neckline. The diagonal scarf
is knit on the bias in an elongated-stitch pattern.

Berroco/Italy

We simply love the random self-striping and incredible shimmer of
this heavy-worsted-weight yarn. It’s an excellent choice for a variety of
colorful accessories including shawls, scarves, hats and mittens, and it
also works up into stunning garments with a supple drape.
50% wool/50% acrylic
4½ sts = 1" on size 8 needles

Item #826, $14.99 per ball

186 yards (100 grams)
hand wash

#102108, $17.99

Evie Prints & Evie 4

Sublime/Italy

So buttery soft and luscious, Evie yarn is as enjoyable to knit and
crochet with as it is to wear. The chainette construction allows for a
heavy-worsted gauge that works up quickly, but remains lightweight
and lofty. Just a touch of nylon helps the cotton hold its shape.
94% cotton/6% nylon
4½ sts = 1" on size 8 needles

126 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

NEW | Evie Prints, Item #896, $11.99 per ball
Evie, Item #529, $9.99 per ball
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3642 Rose Petal

3615 Conch

3624 Venus

3620 Shark Eye

NEW | 3637 Menthe

Corsica™ 3

NEW | 3634 Phlox

NEW
Booklet 388:
Berroco
Corsica™
Vol. 2

3619 Fig

NEW | Bohemian Grove
Cowl Pattern
Show off your artistic side
with a crocheted openwork
cowl edged in a fun boho
fringe. Piece is worked in
the round from the bottom
up, and fringe is knotted
along the border.

Three yearround accessories, a
tank top, a tee, and a
multi-season cardigan
are what you’ll find
in this collection. The
Cara tank features a
flattering A-line shape in
a softly striped pattern,
and the Renata poncho
has an easy rectangular
construction in two-row
ribbed stripes.

3608 Nutmeg

3647 Fargo

NEW | 3602 Cork

Berroco/Italy

Size: 33" circumference
at bottom
Yarn: Ewe So Sporty
#70 2 balls
Hook: Size G
Printed pattern,
#803606, $6.99
PDF download pattern,
#EP803606, $6.99
(online orders only)

#102116, $11.99

Enjoy the classic feel of cotton with the
added luxury of 10% cashmere for a butterysoft hand. The softly heathered shading created by this unique blend of fibers imparts
a stonewashed look to garments and accessories. It’s even machine washable!

Cara tank
Sizes: 32(36,40,44,48,52,56,60)"
Yarn: Corsica #3602 4(5,6,6,7,7,8,9) balls and
#3637 1(1,2,2,2,2,2,2) balls
Needles: 16" and 24"–29" circular #5

90% cotton/10% cashmere
5¾ to 5¼ sts = 1" on size 5 to 6 needles
150 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

Renata poncho
Size: 21" x 51" before seaming
Yarn: Corsica #3608 and #3602, 5 balls each
Needles: #5 straight or circular

10 Berry

40 Lemon Chiffon

45 Soft Sage

easy-care fibers

Item #385, $9.99 per ball

5 Cotton Candy

50 Pistachio

Solids

70 Aquamarine

3077 Baby Pink

8013 Sage

6399 Lilac

8176 Natural

75 Sky Blue

1112 Lemon

2574 Blue

8414 Grey

8001 White

Multis
90 Vanilla

9702 Sherbet

9701 Spearmint

NEW | 9001 Ocean

9899 Conch

Fantasy Naturale 4

NEW | Women’s Cropped Jacket
Pattern

Plymouth Yarn/Brazil
Soft and dense with a slight sheen, this all-purpose
cabled cotton yarn is a great value with lots of
yardage. With any online purchase of Fantasy
Naturale yarn, you’ll automatically receive a free
PDF download of the Seed Blocks Baby Blanket
pattern. To make one 25" x 32" blanket, you’ll need
five skeins of Fantasy Naturale yarn (shown in color
#8013) and a 24" circular #10 needle.

Knit seamlessly from the neck down, this
breezy cardigan features a two-color interlaced stripe pattern on the collar.

100% mercerized cotton
4½ sts = 1" on size 8 needles

#803666, $5.99

Item #830, $7.99 per skein
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NEW | Color
Theory Cowl
Pattern

140 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Sizes: 16(17,19,21,22,24)" back width to fit
bust 32(35,39,42,45,48)"
Yarn: Fantasy Naturale #8001 4(5,5,6,6,7)
skeins and #9001 2 skeins all sizes
Needles: #7 dps and 40" circular

Play with
color blocking in
a simple seed-stitch pattern. Cowl is knit flat
holding two strands together throughout,
then seamed with a Moebius twist.
Size: 44" x 10"
Yarn: Ewe So Sporty #90, #45 and #75,
2 balls each
Needles: #11 straight
Printed pattern, #803608, $6.99
PDF download pattern, #EP803608, $6.99
(online orders only)

NEW | Buttercup Baby Blanket Pattern
Sample three different stitch patterns as you
knit your way through this cuddly blanket.
Border is knit as you go, so the only finishing
to be done is weaving in ends!
Size: 30" x 42"
Yarn: Ewe So Sporty #40 8 balls
Needles: 32" circular #7
Printed pattern, #803610, $6.99
PDF download pattern, #EP803610, $6.99
(online orders only)

98 Charcoal

Ewe So Sporty 2
Ewe Ewe Yarns/Italy
Wonderfully springy with excellent stitch
definition, this yarn is ideal for garments
and accessories for the entire family. Visit
interweave.com/store/ewe-so-sporty-yarn
to see all 20 colors.
100% superwash merino wool
6½ sts = 1" on size 4 needles
145 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

Item #645, $9.99 per ball
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stash builders

Solids
61 Pink Champagne

1 Apricot Blush

26 Vista Blue

54 Morning Dew

53 Moonstone
3 Red

8 Peacock Blue

12 Lavender

46 Oceana

52 Seafoam Grey

10 Stonewashed

Marble Chunky 5

65 Nature’s Grey

14 Cream

341 yards (200 grams)
machine wash

NEW | Women’s
Wavy Rib Pullover
Pattern

Item #602, $14.99 per ball

8 White

7 Silver

Two-stitch cables,
worked without a cable
needle, create a wavy rib
pattern on the body and
sleeves of this traditionally
constructed sweater.

Since each motif is worked
separately, this makes an excellent
portable project for traveling.
The 70 completed flower motifs
are then crocheted together into
strips. Strips are then crocheted
together, leaving a neck opening.

Sizes: 32(35,38,
42,46,50)"
Yarn: Encore Worsted #689 5(5,6,6,7,7) balls
Needles: #8 straight and 16" circular

Size: 44(47,50)" wide x 24(26,28)"
long, when worn
Yarn: Marble Chunky
#61 4(4,5) balls
Hooks: Size K(L,N); and size J

#803668, $5.99

#803505, $5.99

31 Curacao

689 Crocus Heather

687 Mallard

1204 Cocoa

155 Rubellite

1317 Teal

256 Cream

174 Cranberry

157 Deep Marine

146 Soft White

9601 Quiet Red

144 Powder Blue

194 Grey Frost

156 Citrine

9656 Cadet

389 Grey Heather

150 Sour Apple

848 Deep Navy

217 Black

11 Silver Cloud

Floral Motif Crocheted Cape
Pattern

19 Lime

158 Amethyst

James C. Brett/Turkey

100% acrylic
3¾ sts = 1" on size 10 needles

22 Orange

9401 Light Sage

62 Soft Lilac

Enjoy gorgeous, self-striping color at a great price! It only takes one
to two 341-yard balls of this soft, squishy, easy-care yarn to make a
child’s sweater, and two to four balls for most adult sizes.

20 Yellow

241 Pink Heather
25 Light Blue
64 Vintage Rose

10 Hot Pink

3 Glorious Grape

See over 70 colors
of Encore® Worsted
at interweave.com/
store/patternworks

5 Black

NEW | Anthem 4

Multis

7794 Shaded Reds

8121 Jeans

7809 Phoenix Sunset

8146 Old Glory

8197 Blue-Orange-Green Mix

8198 Violet Mix

8120 Camo

7596 Shaded Natural

8126 Blue Teal

8127 Grey Neutral

Cascade Yarns/India
With its cottony-soft hand, you’ll
hardly believe this easy-care yarn
is 100% acrylic. It’s a perfect
choice for children’s garments,
and holds up beautifully in the
washer and dryer. With any online
purchase of Anthem yarn, you’ll
automatically receive a free PDF
download of the Blueberry Hill
Hat pattern, a basketweave-stitch
hat worked in the round that’s
sized for babies to adults. You’ll need one ball of Anthem yarn
(shown in color #31), 16" circular needles #7 and #8, and #8 dps to
knit one hat in any size.
100% acrylic
4½ sts = 1" on size 8 needles

Item #920, $5.99 per ball
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186 yards (100 grams)
machine wash & dry

Stashbot Guide

Moss-Stitch Pullover Pattern
Knit in a traditional seamed
construction, this simple pullover
features moss stitch on the front,
back and sleeves.
Sizes: 35(39,44,47,52)"
Yarn: Marble Chunky
#64 2(3,3,3,4) balls
Needles: #8 and #10 straight
#803503, $5.99

Make smart yarn purchases,
and help eliminate “stash
guilt” with this handydandy guide that will help
you decide just how much
of that must-have yarn you
need to buy, even when you
don’t have a specific pattern
in mind. Six-page, 5½" x
8½" booklet is small enough
to toss in a purse or project
bag, and includes yardage
averages for gauges of three to eight stitches per inch,
covering a variety of garments and accessories in
every size from newborn through extra-large adult.
#301043, $5.99

Encore® Worsted 4

Plymouth Yarn/Turkey

An ideal choice for easy-care basics, Encore Worsted is one of our all-time favorite
yarns. Try it in garments and accessories for the whole family.
75% acrylic/25% wool
5 to 4½ sts = 1" on size 8 to 9 needles

200 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Solids, Item #976, $6.99 per ball
Multis, Item #975, $6.99 per ball
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3148 Peony

3119 Morning Glory

8 Red

7 Aqua

4 Denim

6 Tan

5 Green

3 Teal

1 Sand

2 Grey

3300 Snow

Driftone 2

3350 Chili

3154 Denim

3109 Fog

Plymouth Yarn/Italy

A chainette construction adds body without excess weight to this mercerized cotton yarn that softly drifts through
monochromatic shadings of color. It’s an excellent choice for garments, accessories, home décor and more. With
any online purchase of Driftone yarn, you’ll automatically receive a free PDF download of the Horseshoe Lace
Beret pattern. Project requires two balls of Driftone (shown in color #2), 24" circular #3 and #5 needles, and #5
dps. Pattern is both written and charted, and suitable for first-time lace knitters.
100% mercerized cotton
6 sts = 1" on size 5 needles

142 yards (50 grams)
machine wash

Item #698, $6.99 per ball

NEW | Sierra Shawl Pattern
Designed by Andi Javori, this rectangular wrap is worked in differentcolored stripes using a wave-like stitch pattern.
Size: 60" x 10"
Yarn: Ultra Pima #3729, #3718, #3703 and #3757, 1 skein each
Needles: 40" or longer circular #6
Printed pattern, #803648, $5.99
PDF download pattern, #EP803648, $5.99 (online orders only)

3158 Rosemary

3146 Aster

NEW | Ultra® Wool 4

3334 Cast Iron

Berroco/Peru

A hard-wearing wool in a classic worsted weight, Ultra Wool is
an easy-care yarn you’ll choose over and over for projects for the
home and for the entire family. You can easily substitute this yarn in
patterns that call for other worsted-weight yarns by Berroco, such as
Ultra® Alpaca and Vintage®.
100% superwash wool
5 to 4½ sts = 1" on size 7 to 8 needles

219 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Item #926, $11.99 per ball
3703 Magenta

3733 Turquoise

3755 Lipstick Red

3820 Dusty Blue

3748 Buttercup

3779 Pansy

stash builders
NEW | 6000+ Pullover Possibilities

Squared Shell Pattern

by Melissa Leapman
3740 Sprout

3757 Zen Green

3729 Grey

3718 Natural

NEW COLORS! | Ultra Pima 3

Cascade Yarns/Peru

This deliciously silky-soft cotton yarn has a slight sheen and provides
excellent stitch definition for cables and lace.
100% Pima cotton
6 to 5½ sts = 1" on size 5 to 6 needles

Item #568, $9.99 per skein
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220 yards (100 grams)
machine wash

Take a basic pullover sweater pattern,
then choose from more than 75 options
for silhouettes, sleeves, necklines, edgings and pockets—providing over 6,000
interchangeable combinations to suit
every style preference. Each sweater option is presented in nine different gauges
(3–7 stitches per inch) and eight finished
sizes (30"–58" bust) using a table format
and fill-in-the-blank written instructions. Simply read your gauge down
the left side of the table and your size across the top to find the instructions specific to your sweater.
8½" x 10", hidden-spiral-bound hardcover, 264 pgs.

Worked mostly in double crochet, this cardigan
has cuffs and hem edging made up of classic
granny squares.

A great choice for an easy first
garment, this casual top features
front and back panels worked in
the round from the center out. We
recommend choosing a size 10"–
12" larger than your actual bust
measurement; if you fall between
two sizes, choose the smaller.

Sizes: 34(38,42,46,50)"
Yarn: Driftone #1 8(9,10,11,12) balls
Hook: Size F
Notions: Eight ¾" buttons

Sizes: 44(50,56)"
Yarn: Driftone #4 10(12,15) balls
Needles: #5 dps, and 24" and 40"
circulars

Sizes: 15(16,17)" hat; 19(20,22)" cardigan to fit up
to 6(12,24) months
Yarn: Driftone #7 4(5,5) balls for the set
Hook: Size F
Notions: Three ½" buttons

#803604, $5.99

#803427, $5.99

#803602, $5.99

NEW | Square-Edged Crochet Cardigan
Pattern

NEW | Crochet Baby Hat & Cardigan Set
Pattern
Sweet ruffles adorn this set for baby. Hat is
worked in the round, and cardigan is worked in
three sections in two different directions.

#102130, $24.95
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summer sale!
Steel Creek
Pullover Pattern
A wrapped-stitch
motif adds texture
to this traditionally constructed
sweater designed
by Kennita Tully.
Sizes: 34(38,42,
46,50,54,58)"
Yarn: Alden
#14 4(5,5,6,6,7,7) balls (available at
interweave.com/store/alden-yarn)
Needles: 16" and 24"–32" circular #5
#803557, $6.99 $4.99

5 Coral Reef

4 Denim

7 Leaf

6 Lilac

8 Lake Blue

13 Poppy

Kalimba 5
14 Deep Lavender

9 Tangerine

3 Flax

6 Olive

Nina 4

Stacy Charles Fine Yarns/Italy

77% linen/23% cotton
4½ sts = 1" on size 6 needles
136 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

Item #583, $12.99 $4.99 per ball

Berroco Booklet 345: Modern Cotton™
Seven patterns for babies and children using worsted-weight Modern
Cotton yarn.

Patternworks/Italy

45% acrylic/35% extrafine merino wool/
20% alpaca
3¼ sts = 1" on size 10.5 needles
90 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

4 Blue

Kit includes ready-made bear’s head and paws, 164 yards of
worsted-weight faux-fur nylon/polyester yarn (hand wash), and
patterns for both a 47" x 5" scarf and 15" x 15" woobie security blanket. With one kit, you can
make one project. You supply your own #9 straight or circular needles. Please specify color.

Metro Knits
Pattern Booklet

Simply elegant, this poncho is worked in a
ribbed pattern using self-striping yarn.

#201049, $24.99 $16.99

This collection features 13 patterns for
summer pullovers
and cardigans using
a variety of yarns
from Tahki.

Size: 52" x 22"
Yarn: Luna Effects #105 3 balls (available at
interweave.com/store/luna-effects-yarn)
Needles: #7 straight or 24" circular
#803455, $6.99 $4.99

#101956,
$15.99 $6.99

#101814, $12.00 $1.99

to

to

Fan-Stitch
Socks Kit
A fan-stitch
pattern adorns
the legs of this
toe-up sock
design with a
short-row heel.
Kit includes our
exclusive pattern and one
skein of CrockO-Dye superwash wool/nylon/silk yarn to
knit one pair of sock with an 8" finished
circumference. You supply your own #1 or
#2 dp needles and a size F, G or H hook.
Yarn color may vary; we’ll choose for you.

save on sock kits!
Thoroughly Impressed Socks Kit

yarn index
Name

Toe-up sock kit includes the pattern, one ball of Ty-Dy Socks
superwash wool/nylon yarn to make one pair of socks to
fit children through adults, and a package of 21 small stitch
markers. You supply your own #1 dp needles and cable
needle. Yarn color may vary; we’ll choose for you.
#201007, $25.99 $9.99

#201009, $25.99 $9.99

Perfect for those
who can’t wear
wool socks, this
toe-up sock kit includes our exclusive
pattern by Margaret
Maney and one
ball of Kraemer’s
cotton-blend Saucon Sock yarn in the Jungle Vine colorway
shown, enough to knit one pair of socks
8"–8½" in circumference. You supply your
own #2 dp needles.
#201001, $25.99 $9.99
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Name

Number Gauge Page

Name

Number Gauge Page

35

Koigu Merino 1/2

883

13

Suede™ 4

909

8

46

Linaza Hand-Dyed 2

832

12

Summer™ Silk 3

903

6

Arne & Carlos 1

863

21

Luma 3

940

7

Tangier 4

924

6

Baja 4

912

5

Lumis 4

932

19

Twig 2

917

15

Calico 3

899

37

Lunar 1

937

15

Ultra Pima 3

568

48

Calico Jakar 3

875

37

Marble Chunky 5

602

46

Ultra® Wool 4

926

48

Catalina 4

914

5

Merino Cloud 1

422

17

Uluru Rainbow 1

925

39

Cleo 3

784

36

Merino Cloud Gradients 1

657

16

Yuri 1

927

9

Corsica™ 3

385

44

Mika

n4

930

40

Coton Satiné 3

933

18

Millefiori™ 4

826

42

Cotton DK 3

898

41

Modern Cotton™ DK 3

901

3

482/488

34

Mykonos™ 3

530

10

698

49

Natura XL 5

824

35

975/976

47

Orilis 3

934

18

622

11

Paradou 2

874

20

DK (5½ sts=1")

529/896

43

Pendenza 3

888

38

Worsted (4½ to 5 sts=1")

Euroflax Sport 2

Cables border a center panel of superstretchy trellis lace on these toe-up socks
with a slip-stitch heel. Kit includes the
pattern and one skein of Cascade Heritage
Paints superwash wool/nylon blend yarn to
knit one pair of adult-sized socks to fit up to
a 9"–11" foot circumference. Requires #1–#2
dp needles and cable needle (not included).
Yarn color may vary from what is shown in
the photo, but will be in the green to blue
color families; we’ll choose for you.

Evie 4

#200991, $25.99 $10.99

Number Gauge Page

920

Trellis & Cable Socks Kit

#201003, $29.99 $9.99

#425250, $62.99 $9.99

833

Encore® Worsted 4

This toe-up socks kit includes the pattern,
one skein of Frolicking Feet DK superwash
merino wool yarn in the color shown, and a
bonus 11" x 12" Eden project bag by Della Q.
Kit makes one pair of socks to fit up to 8½"
or 11½" foot circumference. You supply your
own #1 or #2 dp needles and cable needle.

A retail value of over $60, this
grab bag of ten sweater patterns
for a variety of skill levels includes
styles for women, men and children. Patterns in each grab bag will
vary; we’ll choose for you.

Anthem 4

Driftone 2

Confetti Rib Socks Kit

Sweater Pattern Grab Bag

220 Superwash® 4

Dreambaby DK 3

Shetland Eyelet
Socks Kit

2 Grey

Yarnimal Bear Scarf or Woobie Kit

Item #442, $7.99 $3.99 per ball

Patternworks Exclusive!
Aurora Poncho Pattern

1 Tan

Gauge Color Key
Multiple or No Gauge
Lace gauge (varies)
Fingering (7 to 8 sts=1")
Sport gauge (6 sts=1")

Ewe So Sporty 2

645

45

Pima 100™ 4

911

36

Heavy Worsted (4 to 4½ sts=1")

Fantasy Naturale 4

830

44

Rain 3

694

40

Bulky (3 to 3½ sts=1")

Findley DK 3

931

42

Reed 1

938

15

Super Bulky (1½ to 2½ sts=1")

Forever Heathers 1

591

22

Remix® Light

904

2

Gina 4

929

38

Rhythm™ Superwash 4

403

39

Ginkgo™ 4

876

7

Ripple 4

921

4

Hanako 4

928

10

Seasons 5

882

21

Hand-Painted Batiste 2

618

12

Silk Garden Sock 2

349

8

n

3

Jumbo (1½ sts or fewer=1")

Find us online!
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State

Source Code #

Zip

State

Zip

y

/

Exp date:

CVV:

e r w

Signature (required for credit cards only)

Credit card account number:

Credit Card:

Check or Money Order in U.S. Funds (drawn on U.S. banks
only) for $

Daytime phone:
(
)
(in case we need more information about your order or its delivery)
Email: _________________________________________________

City

Street

Name

Ship-to address if different from bill-to:

Please include both your PO Box number (if you have one)
and your full street or rural route address.

City

Street

Name

Bill-to address

Customer #

Phone: 1-800-438-5464 • Fax: 1-800-340-1757
Foreign Orders: Please call 1-603-253-8731

Route 25, PO Box 1618
Center Harbor, NH 03226-1618

***Sales Tax

Total Purchases

Quantity x Item Price =

Amount

***The amount of tax charged depends upon many factors, including the identity of the seller, the type
of item purchased, and the destination of the shipment. Companies selling over the Internet are subject
to the same sales tax collection requirements as any other retailers. To read our Sales Tax Summary go
to Interweave.com/FAQs.

Thank you for your order!

Amount Due

**2nd Day Shipping $19.95
**Next Day Shipping $49.95

*Standard Ground Shipping $4.95

Description of Item

Our shipping charges are based
on the value of merchandise being
purchased. For orders being shipped
within the United States, the shipping
charges are as follows:
Purchases up to $49.99 ........ $4.95
FREE standard shipping on nonexpedited orders of $50.00 or more
Additional foreign shipping
charges apply.

Color/Size

*Canadian shipments: The amount shown above plus $9.
*Foreign shipments: The amount shown above plus $15.
**In addition to standard shipping charges.
**Not available outside the 48 contiguous United States.

Please add
Shipping
Charge:

Item #

for your information

Ordering Information

Customer Mailing List: We occasionally share our
customer postal mailing list with other fine companies
whose products we think you might enjoy. If you’d
prefer not to have your name shared, please send us
a copy of the mailing label on this catalog, and let us
know. We’ll always respect your wishes.

Skill Levels:
Beginner
Knit and purl, minimum or
no shaping
Easy
Basic stitches, repetitive
patterns and color changes,
simple shaping and finishing
Intermediate
Variety of stitches, knitting in
the round, mid-level shaping
and finishing
Experienced
Advanced techniques
(cables, lace, Fair Isle, short
rows) and color changes,
refined finishing

Yarn Ordering Info:
CYC reference
number
& gauge
color key

suggested
gauge & U.S.
needle size
care recommendation

100% cotton
5½ sts = 1" on size 6 needle
135 yards (50 grams)
hand wash

fiber content
yardage
per ball or
skein/weight
ordering
number &
price

Item #694, $18.99 per skein

Most projects are specified by number of balls or skeins
needed. If only yardage is listed, divide the total yardage needed by the number of yards in a ball or skein.

NEW | Eames Cardigan Pattern
The clean lines of this open-front
cardigan are simply elegant in
lustrous mercerized cotton.
Designed by Shellie Anderson,
it’s worked flat in pieces and
seamed together for structure.
Sizes: 36(38,40,42,44,48,52)"
Yarn: Rain
#2003 8(8,9,9,10,10,11) skeins
Needles: #7 straight or circular;
and spare #7 needle
#803592, $10.99

finished
bust/chest size
or item size
yarn used
color and
number of balls/
skeins needed
suggested
needles/hook
ordering number
and price

Kit including pattern and yarn for project.

The Patternworks No-Quibble Guarantee
TM

Name _____________________________________________

PLACE
STAMP
HERE

Member of:

Rain is constructed as an elongated chain, helping projects
retain their shape and creating
elegant drape in garments.

manufacturer/
country of
origin

n

If you have a knitting friend who would enjoy the Patternworks Catalog, print the name and address below. We’ll
send the current edition at no charge.

City _______________ State ________ Zip ______________

Shibui/Japan

Project Ordering Info:

Send a Catalog to a Friend

Street ______________________________________________

Rain 3

Look for the
symbol to ﬁnd
organic or recycled yarns.

Route 25
Post Office Box 1618
Center Harbor NH 03226-1618

Toll Free Phone Ordering: Call us at 800-438-5464
Monday–Saturday from 8:30 am to 9 pm (Eastern
time), and we’ll take your order personally. Outside
the U.S., call 603-253-8731. You can fax orders to
800-340-1757.
Internet Ordering: You can order online any time at
www.Interweave.com/store/Patternworks.
Customer Service: We’re here Monday through Saturday from 8:30 am to 6 pm (Eastern time). If you need
information or have a question, contact us at 800-7239210, or customerservice@patternworks.com.
Credit Cards: We welcome MasterCard, Visa,
Discover and American Express. Your credit card
will not be charged until your order has been sent.
Delivery Information: Most orders are shipped
within 48 hours of receipt. On occasion, items
ordered at the same time are shipped separately.
Shipping Charges: We keep our shipping charges as
low as possible. Delivery is guaranteed. If your order
gets to you in poor condition, or not at all, it’s not
your problem, it’s ours, and we’ll take care of it!
Expedited Delivery (business days):
2nd Day Shipping $19.95
Next Day Shipping $49.95
Please note that expedited delivery is for in-stock items
only. Your order must be placed by 11 am (Eastern
time) Monday through Friday and shipped within the
contiguous 48 states. Unfortunately, expedited delivery
is not available for all items, or for delivery to rural
routes, postal boxes or general delivery addresses.
Call Customer Service for availability.

P

atternworks has only one goal—your satisfaction! We want to do everything we can
to make sure that you’re perfectly delighted with every product you purchase, every person you speak with and every experience you have with us. If, at any time, for any reason,
you want to return any item, just send it to us for a refund or exchange. We believe that
ordering knitting supplies should be just as much fun as knitting itself. If we ever fall short of
our goal, please tell us. We value your friendship and trust above all.

